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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT

ΈϽٖi

Dear Shareholders,

̯Ɂᔑˤࠖٲສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ࠖສ

On behalf of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of Beijing

พֶ̯ʔ̇cடԯڃᙔʔ̇ီ̯එ

Capital Land Ltd. (“BCL” or the “Company”, together with its

྆ɾԑผcеը̯එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒα

subsidiaries the “Group”), I am pleased to present the

ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ɾɻ౨พᐜe

Company’s interim report for the six months ended 30th June
2006.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcɻਝኬᏜܛړੜڰ

During the first half of 2006, the Chinese economy

ᄈٽdֈ̵νɃүᄈ˱cϤഌଅڬၐܛ

maintained robust growth and rapid increase in residents’

כГˋ̡eΑᚋ౨ʑcɻਝਝʑ́ଐᐢࠤ

income, while inflation rate remained low. During the period,

ˈᄈٽ༠10.9%cےᔪֈ̵Ɂя˿ʻνɃɖ

China’s GDP posted a year-on-year growth of 10.9%, while

༖˾α౨ᄈ˱10.2%e୮ӸСΡؿᏜ

per capita disposable income of urban citizens increased by

ྊcቱဳɻਝָΔଐ̟Շѩᜮሁઁઉؿܪ

10.2% over the same period last year. Amidst such favorable

ᄧᚊcכ౨ʑʋ̡ܛړᖇᄈؿٽѫࠍe˵ԕ

environments, the PRC property market maintained steady

ϾΩ̟ΕϬ͂ێұ߬˚ؿઐ৽Ɏܛᙩጙ

growth despite the impac t brought for th by the

לeʨݛdιdʪࡈʥಲ።ϾΩ̟ೕࢄ

macroeconomic austerity measures. Bolstered by the

ᖇ৪cͫΔਂԎնכ౨ʑ̯ݯඑ྆Ԟ

demand of genuine end-users, the residential property

ሻਕνɃᘆe

market of Beijing maintained prosperous growth. The
property markets in Tianjin, Chengdu, Taiyuan and Wuxi
marked steady developments, while parts of these regions
started to contribute to the Group’s income during the period.

Αᚋ౨ʑcɻਝܛ֚ܧᙩઐϷȹӡͶѩᜮሁ

During the period under review, the Chinese government

ઁઉܪc˳ܢҝഁɠΔԜᎶdࠉԹႺϷጪ༅

implemented a series of macroeconomic austerity measures,

ʥઐˮԯ̚ޚᎶઉܪc˞Һʗָ̟ےΔ

including the improvement of land supply, credit tightening

ଐҙ༅ஃᅡ༦ɣָძɐ༦҄ؿਐᕀcར

from banks, and other relevant measures in order to tackle

ɻdГᏌָΔଐؿೕࢄc˞ڔ൬ɻਝָΔ

the problems of over-investment and over-heating of

ଐพٽ౨ؿ৪ᖇցೕࢄe̯එ྆૯עѩᜮ

property prices in some cities. These measures also

ሁઁοΕᜑౝᖓɣଠॶΕ˿߲ኪؿᆲʑϬ

encouraged the development of middle to low-end

ສֈֺcΕϊɣొکɎc̯එ྆ߎɈᎶѩ

properties to promote sustainable and healthy development

ᜮሁઁɎ̟ؿѼබcዶร˱҄ᅢᆚۺؿዾ

of the PRC property industry. The Group understands the

۹cԎᙩઐˮΛΔଉϽສ൙dਂم

implementation of macroeconomic austerity measures aims

ஃི;ʶዟ༜ؿɻঢ়ᏌณϾΩඖ͌c˳ܢᇂ

to ensure the purchase of residential properties is affordable

้ਦdA-Z Townd̡Ԉdeɩᔪʥʨݛᗸၕ

to the general public. Under this goal, the Group has

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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٦eΈඖ͌ሻੱଉc̟ʦᎶᆅईeၤ

embraced the market environment under the

ϊࣂcඑ྆͛Қ၇̟ྦྷሔᄘΥᅢ೩ਆ

macroeconomic austerity measures, speeding up the

พඖ͌ؿ߬cዶรઐ൬˵ԕਝɻʶʥټ

construction of properties and launching middle to high-end

ԓͮɣ෨ؿೕ൬۹˞ڔ൬ሻਕe

residential property projects in prime locations and of
outstanding community planning, including The Reflections,
A-Z Town, The Urban Town and Tianjin Butchart Garden. All
projects recorded remarkable sales performance and
enthusiastic market response. Meanwhile, the Group also
grasped the market demand for commercial projects such
as quality office buildings. We have proactively accelerated
the development of Beijing World Center and The Center in
order to speed up sales.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αc̯එ྆ᏪพᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ

In the first half of 2006, the Group’s sales amounted to

1.77ყ c ᚬ ऩ  ܛτ Ɂ Ꮆ Ќ ึ С  ݯɁ ̵ ྫྷ

RMB177 million. Profit attributable to equity holders was

86,738,000ʏcˈ˾α౨ɐʠ4.5ࠛeᖋ

RMB86,738,000, up by 4.5 times when compared with the

ሻਕࠍዶݯ189,700̡ʿϝc༖˾ααɣ

same period last year. Total contracted sales area amounted

ఝᄈٽ༠106%hᖋሻਕټᔾ͛༖˾α౨

to 189,700 sq. m., representing a 106% surge over the same

ᛷടᄈ˱142%c༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ20.2ყʏe

period last year. Total contracted sales income marked a
substantial increase of 142% over the same period last year,
amounting to RMB2.02 billion.

ݯȿ൬ȹүೕԯכ༅ټਥᓣdۂಶѼോʥ

To further utilize the Group’s competitive advantages in

ဳଉࢽऩؿԿಳබc̯එ྆כ౨ʑᘗᙩС

capital foundation, brand image and management efficiency,

͂ણቀ̟ؿᘩᘨcҚ၇ɻਝ̟ےʝೕࢄֺ

the Group continued to grasp opportunities arising from the

Ԟؿዀ༤cྵઐϷଔΔೕࢄ೪e༦

urbanization in China and continued to implement the

˵ׅԕ˞̔ؿɣɻ̟ےێc˳ܢʨݛdʪ

strategy of expansion outside Beijing. Through tapping into

ࡈdಲ።ʥιc̯එ྆Εᒷࢄ̟ᔍၰd

medium to large sized cities outside Beijing, including Tianjin,

ᄈ˱ɠΔௐࣂؿc͛ΉιͲݯਝֲ၃

Taiyuan, Wuxi and Chengdu, the Group has expanded its

ָΔଐᏪਆ͌ؿᅟᑺ൬eɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸

market coverage and increased its land bank, striving towards

αc̯එ྆ᑪɃΛᅶɈ˿ᜮؿሔೕࢄඖ

the target of becoming the most premium integrated

͌c˳ܢಲ።ʨȹϾΩඖ͌dιιജϾΩ

property operator in China. In the first half of 2006, the Group
has acquired a number of quality development projects with

2

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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ඖ͌d˵ԕࠖሣ๕ɻʶඖ͌ʥ˵ԕ˚ႍے

high market potential, including the Wuxi Tianyi Residential

ඖ͌c͂Аೕࢄɻঢ়ᏌϾΩʥਆϾذพc

Project, the Chengdu Chenghua Residential Project, the

ଊඑ྆Ӷˮ˵ԕdӶΉͲਝؿኝஃིe

Beijing Capital Center Project and the Beijing Interwest
Project for the development of middle to high-end residential
and commercial properties, to realize its strategic planning
of “Tapping into Markets outside Beijing and Extending
Business Across the Nation”.

፭ടɻਝ֚ܧઐˮณȹረৌྦྷϾָʥɠΔԜ

The implementation of a new round of macroeconomic

Ꮆؿѩᜮሁઁܧ೪cᔄ˞൬ȹүқԹϾָҙ

austerity measures against the residential property and land

ዀʥҙ༅dᖇցָძʥஃᆲϾΩ͚̟מc

supply targets to restrain speculative demand in housing

ੀ˱҄ɻਝָΔଐؿϷพኬe̯ͅכඑ྆

purchases and property investment, as well as to stabilize

ؿඖ͌яݯɻঢ়ᏌϾΩcඖ͌͌ᅟ۪ʸݯϬ

property price and regulate the residential property market.

͂ێϾʸcΐϊณؿઉྦྷܪඑ྆ؿᄧᚊႦ

It is expected to speed up the integration of the property

෬cԎٽכႩϤӰcτС̯එ྆˱ੜԯᘏج

market in China. As the Group focuses on the development

බcొʠޔСॶɈe

of middle to high-end residential properties with genuine
end-users as its target customers, the Group is slightly
affected by the new austerity measures. In the long run, these
measures will be beneficial to the Group in further
strengthening our competitiveness, and enhancing
profitability.

ࢄશ̰ԞcࠍྦྷɻਝָΔଐϷพؿӞᗫک

Looking ahead, in view of the prosperous future of the PRC

ౡcࠖສพɰԹցȹӡͶೕࢄ೪cᘗᙩ

proper ty industr y, BCL has formulated a ser ies of

૯ʝଔΔೕࢄؿኝஃིdሁኬଐۂ࿚d

development strategies. We will continue to implement the

ʝҙ༅ୂcͲࠍೕɠΔdଐۂdۂಶ

strategic planning of expansion into markets outside Beijing,

ʥ༅ଐ̒ိძࠤeንᔄؿೕࢄ೪dᄤ

to modulate product structure, and to optimize investment

̟ؿ؟dᕡɣؿɠΔௐ˞ʥਿพؿ

portfolio, in order to fully utilize our four values of land,

ဳଉᄙcࠖສพ͎ҁ̰ݯԞٽႩೕࢄఈ͓

product, brand and assets. By leveraging on its well-focused

ਠྡྷؿਥᓣcߎɈιͲݯਝֲԮძࠤ၃

development strategies, extensive market experiences, a

ΔଐᏪ༜ਆcၤٖͳԔᔔဨιe

sufficient land bank and a professional management team,
BCL is dedicated to establish a solid foundation for long-term
development in the future. The Group is committed to
becoming the most premium integrated property operator
in China and achieving promising returns for our
shareholders.

ჳኮͮ

Liu Xiaoguang

˚

Chairman

ɻਝ˵ԕcɀཌྷཌྷʒαɄ˂

August 2006, Beijing China
ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ဳଉᄙদሃၤʗ

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS

พᐜʥٖࢠ

Results and Dividends

כ౨ʑc̯එ྆ᏪพᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ

During the Period, the Group recorded a sales of

1 7 7 , 6 5 4 , 0 0 0 ʏ ɀ ཌྷ ཌྷ ʄ α i Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ

approximately RMB177,654,000 (2005: RMB249,103,000). Net

249,103,000ʏe̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌึС

profit attributable to equity holders of the Company was

ݯɁ̵ྫྷ86,738,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʄαiɁ̵

approximately RMB86,738,000 (2005: RMB15,704,000). Basic

ྫྷ15,704,000ʏc̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌึ

and diluted earnings per share attributable to equity holders

С߮ ့  ؿҰٖ ึ Сਥ ̯  ᚫᑁ ݯɁ ̵ྫྷ

of the Company amounted to RMB5.05 cents (2005: RMB0.93

5.05ʗɀཌྷཌྷʄαiɁ̵ྫྷ0.93ʗeࣂc

cents) for the Period. The Board has resolved not to declare

ԑผҺᘪɺݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊ

any interim dividend for the Period.

ˀ˅ʒ˂౨ංؿɻ౨ٖࢠe

ਕᅢιᐜ

ඖ͌
Project

ϾΩ
Residential
̡Ԉdeɩᔪ
The Urban Town
ඈͮɐ
Upper East Side
ใࡐജ׳
Vancouver Forest
ᇂ้ਦ
The Reflections
˵ɻʶ
North Ring Center
ෲے
A-Z Town
ᗸၕ٦ʨݛ
Butchart Garden (Tianjin)
ுૉዌ൰
Sydney Coast
ɩ߮
Subtotal
ᄘΥᅢ
Commercial
ࠖࢄׅɣ෨
Capital Development Tower
ᐢ߮
Total
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PROPERTY SALES RESULTS
ลᖋ
ሻਕࠍዶ
Approximate contracted
sales area
̡ʿϝ
(sq.m.)

ลᖋ
ሻਕяძ
Approximate
average contracted
selling price
Ɂ̵ྫྷþ̡ʿϝ
(RMB/sq.m.)

ลᖋ
ሻਕᐢνɃ
Approximate
contracted total
sales income
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
(RMB’000)

61,100

10,200

621,000

33,700

13,900

468,000

30,300

8,000(1)

241,000

11,300

19,600

222,000

15,900

11,300

179,000

14,000

8,400

118,000

5,900

4,700

28,000

3,100

9,700(2)

30,000

175,300

14,400
189,700

1,907,000

7,800(3)

113,000
2,020,000

ഽi
(1)

Remarks:
ߗɺ˳фΔɎࠍዶcڬลᖋሻਕяძ

(1)

ݯɁ̵ྫྷ11,000ʏþ̡ʿϝe
(2)

ߗɺ˳фΔɎࠍዶcڬลᖋሻਕяძ

price was RMB11,000/sq.m..
(2)

ݯɁ̵ྫྷ10,000ʏþ̡ʿϝe
(3)

ߗɺ˳фΔɎࠍዶcڬลᖋሻਕяძ
ݯɁ̵ྫྷ13,000ʏþ̡ʿϝe

Excluding basement area, the average contracted selling

Excluding basement area, the average contracted selling
price was RMB10,000/sq.m..

(3)

Excluding basement area, the average contracted selling
price was RMB13,000/sq.m..

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αc̯එ྆ʥԯᏪʔ̇d

During the first half of 2006, the total contracted area of the

ᐲᏪʔ̇ਕᅢᖋᐢࠍዶ189,700̡ʿϝc

Group together with its jointly controlled entities and

ˈ˾α౨92,000̡ʿϝcᄈٽ106%eԯ

associated companies amounted to approximately 189,700

ɻϾΩᖋሻਕࠍዶ175,300̡ʿϝcЌᐢ

sq.m., representing a significant growth of 106% over

ᖋሻਕࠍዶ92%eඑ྆ᖋሻਕᐢᔾɁ

approximately 92,000 sq.m. in the corresponding period last

̵ྫྷ20.2ყʏcˈ˾α౨Ɂ̵ྫྷ8.35ყ

year. Among which, the contracted sales area of residential

ʏcᄈٽ142%cԯɻϾΩᖋሻਕټᔾɁ

projects was about 175,300 sq.m. representing 92% of the

̵ྫྷ19.07ყʏeඑ྆ϾΩ̡ؿяᖋਕძ

total contracted area. Total contracted sales income was

༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ10,878ʏþ̡ʿϝcˈ˾α౨

approximately RMB2.02 billion, a substantial increase of 142%

Ɂ̵ྫྷ9,076ʏþ̡ʿϝcᄈٽ20%cˈɀཌྷ

over RMB835 million in the corresponding period of 2005.

ཌྷʄα֛Ɂ̵ྫྷ9,684ʏþ̡ʿϝcᄈٽ

The residential contracted sales income was approximately

12%e

RMB1.907 billion. The average contracted selling price of the
Group’s residential properties reached approximately
RMB10,878 per sq.m., posting a year-on-year growth of 20%
and an increase of 12% when compared with RMB9,684 per
sq.m. at the end of 2005.

̯ ౨ ං ʑ c එ ྆  ᙩ ઐ ˮ  ؿᇂ ้ ਦ d A-Z

During the period, the Group launched a number of new

Townd̡Ԉdeɩᔪdʨݛᗸၕ٦೩ณඖ

projects, including The Reflections, A-Z Town, The Urban Town

͌яንᔄ၇ሱΔᚁֶϬಳౡᜮؿ൙Ͻສd

and Tianjin Butchart Garden. All of these projects recorded

ˮଠਂمؿஃིd၀ୀ۪ؿʸցϽdሔؿ

remarkable sales performance with their prime locations that

Ɂʼ೩ΐॖӾᆅሒcϤඈͮɐdใ

are adjacent to the underground railway network or natural

ࡐജ׳d˵ɻʶ೩܃ᙩઐᆚඖ͌ڬንᔄ

landscape, outstanding community planning, well-

ɺᒾೕͮɣؿඖ͌බϤܛᙩᆅሒcߎԚ

positioning and harmonious culture. Other projects like the

එ྆౨ʑሻਕˮଊȿࠔᙺֲؿᄈٽcಲሃᖋ

Upper East Side, Vancouver Forest and North Ring Center, also

ሻਕᐢټᔾdᑹܰᖋሻਕᐢࠍዶዃ̌

achieved prominent sales capitalizing on their unique edges.

౨ঢ়ˋๅc͐ܭടඑ྆༦Λα१०܃

Therefore, the Group achieved impressive sales growth and

ɰնүɃνᖆ౨e

made historical record in total contracted sales income and
total contracted sales area, which marked the entering of its
rewarding stage after years of development.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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̡Ԉdeɩᔪ
˞Ɏᓯီɩᔪ၇ᐽΔᚁ

Adjacent to the Guang Xi-men Station of Railway Route No.13

13໔ᇃͮဈپॎcࣂଊɰɮؿΔᚁ5໔ᇃ

and next to the station point of Underground Railway Route

Εɩᔪ͛ٶڃஉτॎᒨc߷༞͚ݯޅೕ

No.5, “The Urban Town” ( The “Town”) is located at a well-

༠eɩᔪɻʶ၆ʝᔔఒc၆ʝᔍၰࠍ

developed railway network. Surrounding by a greenery

ዶٶ8ຒ̡ϝc1,000ϝٽd30ϝᄖؿΉ،

environment with an area of nearly 80,000 sq.m., together

ౡʔ්ၤϹ৯ݯ30ϝᄖ̟ےؿౡᜮ၆ʝང

with the Eastern Riverside Park, which is 1,000m in length

ᔴႭޚՓᎶcݯɩᔪᏪۺˮშྸຒɝd

and 30m in width, and the designated zone of greenery on

၀ߎͤඃݠ́ؿeɩᔪਂمʑஉ5ɺ

urban landscape with a width of 30 m, The Town has established

ࠓࣟ˚ؿᕀcԎኟτ80-100ϝᄖᅢං

a leisure atmosphere. The community of The Town has 5

൝e˚Ɉʸێʿࠍc˞ഒሬێԭֈֈࡼێ

themed parks of different styles with a distance range from

ɍֈ˚ݯc၀ߎȹֈcᒏ̒ֈݯႤe̡

80 to 100 m separating from each other. The majority of units

Ԉdeɩᔪਕᅢ୮Ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαɍ˂̳βי

are divided into two types, namely two-room and three-room,

˞ԞcగՇԷȿ̟۪ʸؿᆅੱᗐ؇c͌ک

and the remaining are one-room or four-room units. Since

ɰઅۿԷ۪ʸ6,800ΛୂcˀઅۿԞ൴

the opening of the sales office of The Town in March 2006,

ঢ়༠ԷҰʨ200ୂcԎ˘۪ʸɾංؿɟຌඨᅌ

the project attracted overwhelming market attention. The

ȹܰقඖ۪͌ʸዶୃ߬ࠇؿඨᅌபeȹ౨

Group has served over 6,800 groups of potential buyers with

2d3໔ᅢʄ˂Ɏπ̳βᆚcඩȹΛ˂గ

a daily traffic reaching 200 groups. Enviable reputation from

ɰͲࠍਕᐬc͌کᖋሻਕძࣟၤᆚᖋ

the word-of-mouth communications among clients has been

ძࣟˈޚτ11%ؿᄈٽe

vital for the Group to retain and attract new clients. Blocks 2
and 3 of Phase I commenced sales in the second half of May
and was sold out in about one month. Currently, the
contracted selling price showed an increment of 11% as
compared with the launching price.

A-Z Town˾כαɊȹ˂̳βᆚcࠖ౨ઐˮ

Commenced sale in November 2005, A-Z Town initially

260ࡨc2˂ʑᖋଅ༠Է90%hʌα̒

launched 260 units and achieved a contracted sales rate of

˂ն˱ઐٶ140ࡨcɺԷ2˂ᖋଅɌ༠

90% in only two months. The Group has additionally launched

90%c͌کᖋሻਕძࣟၤᆚᖋძࣟޚ

about 140 units since April 2006, which also attained a

ˈτ20%ؿᄈٽeA-Z TownCBD৹ɻʶd

contracted sales rate of 90% within two months. The current

́ͲݠᏎॗؿ၃ਂمଉ֨ɰ૯ɃɁʶcԎ

contracted selling price posted an increase of approximately

ɻਝܞᅕޢӠിፕݯɀཌྷཌྷʒα˵ԕ

20% when compared with that of the launching price. The

ێϾΩܞᅕᅚ̯e

philosophy of A-Z Town, “Sub-CBD with comprehensive
facilities”, deeply impressed the public and the project was
selected as “the 2006 Typical Sample of Residential Property
in Beijing” by China Index Research Institute.

6
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ᇂ้ਦͅϹऒˑज़ۺዾɣԈ˺ဍΛgؐ

Designed by Mr. Bofill, a maestro of the Spanish architectural

ഥጱϬኪ၊உ߮cϬϹΉеආસرખͶɍ

industry, The Reflections comprises three high-rise buildings

ᄝঢ়ʿᅢcێΣɍࢩ̟ےɾپcࠝ᐀

in ladder-shaped order from west to east with the aerial view

˵ԕ̟ʑɣˋࠍɾ̽૦ᅵeඖ͓͌̔ࠍઔ

of Beijing’s largest aquatic park, Yu Yuan Tan. Using the royal

͂ɻਝඨ۴˔Ԛ͂ؿຑϳႻϳټ

purple color exclusive for China’s ancient emperors, together

ᙔૈcԎɣࠍዶހᆍྭᏳcޯᛷకൔཆ

with coppery girders and glass curtain wall, the project

ࢀۺؿዾࠓࣟeࠖᄙ൚༦7ϝᄙঢ়ؿౖɣ

demonstrates an elegant architectural style with splendid

ਦcҰʸͅ൚ɣᜮౡࠍᏪ۩ؿʑ഼ᘨӶ

grandeur. Ground floor is a spacious concourse with an

ఢcᄙ22ϝٽd൚༦2ϝ൬૯ؿඔɻᚉၣc

astonishing ceiling height of 7m and each flat is designed

ΔɎ1,500̡ϝSPAผֺʥτͲઔͮހ

with an indoor aisle, enabling residents to enjoy the

ᆍًؿಌ؈ϑcя۪ݯʸ၀ʶ̨ؿӝԔ

magnificent scenic view of the surroundings. The top floor

يංcιగȿᇂ้ਦԕϹࠖౡᜮႚΩ̟ؿ

has a sky balcony with a length and width of 22m and over

ΔϽeඖ͌Ϭʌαɍ˂̳βᆚ˞Ԟcɰ

2m respectively. The roomy SPA clubhouse in the basement,

ୃ߮ᖋٶ50ࡨcᖋଅݯ17%eϤඖ͌כ

with a site area of 1,500 sq.m., and the swimming pool with a

̒˂ᐾፒؿᇂ้ਦͲܱע෯ഁɾէ৽ݠҡ

glass cupolas provide our clients with a private zone of

ܰмʵȿଠΛ˵ԕΊݚcτࢽొʠȿᇂ้ਦ

tranquility. All of above facilities enabled The Reflections to

Εঢ়ဲ۪ʸɻؿႏ۹e

consolidate its market position as the first class scenic and
luxury residential project in western Beijing. Since the official
launch in March this year, The Reflections has sold out
approximately 50 units with a contracted sales rate of 17%.
In April 2006, the Group organized a charitable event named
“Starry Night at The Reflections”, attracting numerous
celebrities and famous stars in Beijing, which effectively
enhanced the awareness and recognition of the project
among high-end clients.

ʨݛᗸၕ٦၇ሱɰӹ༜ϷؿʨݛΔᚁȹ

Adjacent to Route No.1 of Tianjin Underground Railway which

໔ᇃ c ቌ ٶτʨ  ؿݛ၆ ْɾီ  ؿჳ ්ߛ

is already in operation and in the vicinity of Tianjin Liu Yuan

ࡠ c ዶ ร ̨  ၤ Ɂ ֈ  ጹ ͳ ́ ؿ ྊ 

Miao Pu, “the Green Lung of Tianjin”, the Group endeavors to

ነc˱ɾ՚ᖾؿઠөdਆพd́ݠࡨѧഁ

create a harmonious environment in Tianjin Butchart Garden.

ιᆃcιݯҝഁ۪ێʸᗐ؇ؿರᒨeඖ͌

With comprehensive ancillary facilities regarding education,
business operation and living, the project has become the
focus among clients who would like to improve their living
standard. Tianjin Butchart Garden is the first project
developed by the Group in regions outside Beijing. By

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ݯඑ྆Ε˵ԕ˞̔Δਂೕؿȹඖ͌c

leveraging on its extensive experience, the Group acquired

Λࠥᛇඑ྆ɰτιᆃc˾αȼ˂ࢬΔc

the land site in July 2005 and commenced construction in

ʌαɍ˂Щྡྷଊɮcʒ˂ྡྷଊᆚcᐛ

March 2006. The project was launched in June 2006. The

ȿೕ՚౨cઁԹȿᒷਜ਼ࠓ፮cԚඑ྆ଔΔ

Group not only shortened the project development cycle,

ᒷਜ਼ኝٱӮιࢽe

but also minimized the risk of regional expansion, which
contributed to the encouraging results in the initial stage of
the Group’s regional expansion strategy.

එ྆܃ᙩઐᆚඖ͌ንᔄɺᒾೕͮɣؿඖ͌

Capitalizing on their unrivalled edges, other projects

බϤܛᙩᆅሒe˵ɻʶȹ౨Ϭ˾αʄ˂

launched by the Group also received overwhelming market

ᆚ˞Ԟɰйਕዳeʌαɍ˂Ε˵ɻʶਕ

response. Launched in May 2005, Phase I of the North Ring

ᅢ୮ ᐾ ፒ ȿෙ ༜ Ꮬ ၤ ̟ ےೕࢄਝ ሃ

Center have been sold out. In March 2006, North Ring Center

ኋcਝෙկผୄӸΊᙷ˚ᔁᙬթၭᐽ

organized an international forum on “Olympic Economy and

ଊೕٲ႓cՇԷͲ˵ԕؿ͌ᗐ؇e

Urban Development”. Juan Antonio Samaranch, the Honorary

ใࡐജ׳ንᔄक़ှۺؿዾࠓࣟdࡈ́ؿ

President for Life of the International Olympic Committee,

׳ྊc۪ʸႏ˿ਂݯਟʑιᆃؿඖ

attended the forum and delivered a speech, which aroused

͌c͌کሻਕ۹עᛷ˱҄cҰ˂ሻਕ൚༦

public attention in Beijing. In addition, Vancouver Forest was

20ࡨeඖ͌ᑹၤᗸʔ̇Аcઐˮ˚ଉ

recognized as a well-developed project in the district due to

ܬʨଞࡽᄨਝ˚ؿᕀࡼၙผc˞ઐ৽ਂم

its primitive architectural style and the surrounding natural

ؿਝʝeඈͮɐؿɐɻਆพഷ

forest landscape. At present, project sale further accelerated

כʌαɍ˂ഷcҡొʠȿਂمʿڏdഒሬ

with over 20 units being sold per month. The Group also

ؿֈϾྊcʒ˂ณઐC6dC7ਂc˂֛ୃ

collaborated with the BMW Group and held a family party

߮ᖋଅɰٶɍιcϤᖋਕძၤɀཌྷཌྷɍ

with a theme of “Spring Banquet in Germany”§˚ଉܬʨଞ
(

αȾ˂ඖ͌ᆚࣂˈޚɰᄈٽ70%e

ࡽᄨਝ¨), so as to promote an international community
culture. The central commercial street of Upper East Side was
launched in March 2006, contributed to a more convenient
and comfortable living environment in the community. In
June 2006, the newly launched District C6 and C7 achieved a
contracted sales rate of almost 30% by the end of the month.
Contracted selling price of the project posted a significant
growth of 70% when compared with the launching price in
September 2003.
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౨ʑcඑ྆ΕᄈੜΈඖ͌ᏪሻؿԾʿࠍɌ

During the period under review, the Group fur ther

τณؿ൬ࢄeɍ˂cඑ྆ၤɻਝႺϷͳᐾ

strengthened the synergies in project operation and sales.

ፒ͂ʶۺዾଉɾࡼࠖສพΊᆚԀࢄݠ

In March 2006, the Group and the Bank of China (“BOC”)

৽cܘ๑එ྆ၤɻਝႺϷᖋອؿɁϾָ൘

jointly organized promotional roadshow exhibitions of BCL’s

ಁኝАԾցcɈઐᄤ۪قβϾָ൘

famous projects, namely “Construction of an Ideal Home”.

ಁᅡβcݯᄤɣᑪָ۪ʸొԜͲณ৻רؿ

According to the strategic cooperation agreement between

ӡe̯ω৽ݠΕɻਝႺϷؿঢ়ဲ۪ʸɻʦᚊ

the Group and BOC regarding to personal residential

ᆅईcͳνԷ106ᑪൕ෮Ήe̯ω৽ݠɖܰ

property loan, the two parties proactively promoted the “one-

එ྆ॗָΔଐټጪٱؿ৻רүཹcοΕ

stop” residential property loan model, in order to offer our

۪ݯʸొԜҡͲࠍ৻רؿe

clients with new range of services. The event recorded
impressive response from BOC’s high-end clients and 106
potential buyers showing their buying intention. Through this
event, the Group took the initiative in exploring the segment
of financial services for real estate, with an aim of providing
all-rounded services to clients.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɎ˸αcඑ྆ੀܛړԎೕࢄ͌ک

In the second half of 2006, the Group will strive to maintain

ӪΡؿሻਕබc༦˵ɻʶdใࡐജ

the current sales momentum and targets to launch five

׳dA-Z TOWNd̡Ԉdeɩᔪdʨݛᗸၕ٦

projects, including North Ring Center, Vancouver Forest, A-Z

 ೩ ʄ ඖ ͌ ณ ઐ  35ຒ ̡ ʿ ϝ  ؿณ ᅢ ᆚ ࠍ

Town, The Urban Town and Tianjin Butchart Garden, with a

ዶe

total GFA of approximately 350,000 sq.m..

ೕࢄذพ

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

̯එ྆ʥԯᏪʔ̇dᐲᏪʔ̇౨ʑ˚ѧ

During the period under review, the Group together with its

ɮؿඖ͌ܰใࡐജ׳Eਂcลໃιᐢۺዾ

jointly controlled entities and associated companies

ࠍዶ52,700̡ʿϝe

completed the development project of Vancouver Forest
District E, with a total GFA of 52,700 sq.m..

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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כɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αໃιɾೕࢄඖ͌
Development project completed in the first half of 2006
ลໃιᐢۺዾࠍዶ

ᎶЌᚬऩ

ඖ͌Ίီ

ᗘП

Approximate

Attributable

Project name

Type

completed GFA

Interests

̡ʿϝ
(sq.m.)
ใࡐജ׳Eਂ

Пྎ

Vancouver Forest District E

Villa

52,700

50%

߮
Total

52,700

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɎ˸αc̯එ྆ད౨ໃιؿඖ͌

For the second half of 2006, the Group expects to complete

ܰ˵ɻʶȹ౨cඈͮɐC6dC7ਂcA-Z

a number of development projects, including Phase I of North

Townࠖ౨cʨݛᗸၕ٦ࠖ౨cลໃιᐢ

Ring Center, Upper East Side District C6 and C7, first phase of

ۺዾࠍዶ20ຒ̡ʿϝe

A-Z Town and first phase of Tianjin Butchart Garden, with a
total GFA of 200,000 sq.m..

ৈ֙ذพ

HOTEL PROPERTIES

౨ʑcɻˀৈ֙ؿᏪԗᓿܛړɐʠබ

During the period, Central Holiday Inn maintained robust

cᏪพνɃٶɁ̵ྫྷ4,000ຒʏcˈ˾α

growth and operating revenue amounted to nearly RMB40

౨ᄈٽ21%cΕ̡яɃϾଅܛړ70%ˋؿๅ

million, posting a year-on-year increase of 21%. The average

ɎcᏪพСᅼˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ45%eټጪഷ

occupancy rate sustained at a stable level of 70% and

ݘৈ֙ؿᏪพνɃɰޯवɁ̵ྫྷ4,000ຒ

operating profit surged by 45% as compared with the same

ʏc̡яɃϾଅ༡ٶ50%cɰιټݯጪഷঢ়

period of last year. The Finance Street Inter-Continental Hotel

ဲ۪ʸࠖፕਆ৻ৈ֙e

achieved operating revenue of over RMB40 million with an
average occupancy rate approaching 50%, successfully
becoming the first choice of high-end clients in the Beijing
Finance Street.
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ҙ༅ذพ

INVESTMENT PROPERTY

ඈͮɣ෨˚̯ܰʔ̇ɾᐲᏪʔ̇ݯˀ̯͠

The main body of Sunshine Building is the flagship store

ᖝ֦ݗജਦਆم۹ӸցԹؿജਦਆ෨˵ԕ࿏

tailor-made by an associated company of the Company for

ᘜ֙cցै౨20αe͌ک̳֙βᏪพɰ

Ito Yokado in Beijing, with a rental period of 20 years. The

൚༦ȹαc۪ݚଉeඈͮɣ෨ᄘΥᅢʗ

store has been put into operation for over a year and recorded

ࠍዶАඑ྆Ϭ͂,Ɏ˿ैࠍዶ7,000̡ʿ

satisfactory customer flow. Part of the office areas of the

ϝc͌کˮैଅɰ༦50%e౨ʑcඈͮɣ෨

building is reserved for the Group’s own use. The remaining

ྡྷଊै༉νɃɁ̵ྫྷ2,115ຒʏe

area for leasing amounted to approximately 7,000 sq.m. with
an occupancy rate of over 50%. During the period, the rental
revenue generated from Sunshine Building was RMB 21.15
million.

ɠΔௐ

LAND BANK

౨ʑcΕ˞ɻঢ়ᏌϾΩ࣏ݯʶพ৻d˞ϾΩ

Under the development of middle to high-end residential

+ਆพݯพ৻ᅡβؿኝܞኒɎcณᄈɠΔ

properties as core business, and the strategy of developing

ௐݯޑϾΩ͂ΔֶϾΩਆพdᄘΥᅢؿ

a “Residential + Commercial” business model, all the newly

၃͂ΔeΕ՞˵ԕɠΔௐබcӾ

added land bank during the period was for residential use or

Ή˵ԕ˞̔ਂਟᒷਜ਼ؿኝܞኒɎcඑ྆

integrated uses for residential, commercial and office. Under

ʗПΕ˵ԕᏵՅ2ณඖ͌cณᄈ˵ԕɠΔ

the strategy of consolidating land bank in Beijing and rapidly

ௐ58ຒ̡ʿϝhΕಲ።ιᏵՅ2ณඖ

expanding into regions outside Beijing, the Group acquired

͌ c ณ ᄈ ˵ ԕ ˞ ̔  ̟ ےɠ Δ  ௐ 69ຒ ̡ ʿ

2 new projects in Beijing, increasing the land bank in Beijing

ϝcܨ౨ʑୃ߮ณᄈɠΔௐ127ຒ̡ʿϝe

by 580,000 sq.m.; 2 new projects were also acquired in Wuxi
and Chengdu, increasing the land bank outside of Beijing by
690,000 sq.m.. The newly acquired land bank during the
period was 1,270,000 sq.m. in total.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅cඑ྆ኟτؿ

As at 30th June 2006, the Group’s land bank, when fully

ɠΔௐ˿ۺᅢࠍࠍዶݯ477ຒ̡ʿϝe

developed, will amount to a total GFA of approximately 4.77

ਂਟʗЗޜc˵ԕЌ62%cʨݛЌ11%cʪࡈ

million sq.m.. In terms of geographical distribution, 62%, 11%,

Ќ13%cಲ።Ќ7%cιЌ7%hɠΔᗘێ

13%, 7% and 7% of land were located in Beijing, Tianjin,

ʗc80%ݯϾΩ͂Δc9%ݯਆพ͂Δc

Taiyuan, Wuxi and Chengdu respectively. In terms of land use,

7%ݯᄘΥᅢ͂Δc4%ݯৈ֙͂Δeଊτؿɠ

residential, commercial, office properties and hotel

Δௐӷ˞ӷʔ̰̇Ԟɍϭ̒αؿೕࢄ

accounted for approximately 80%, 9%, 7% and 4%

߬e

respectively. The existing land bank is sufficient for the
Group’s development for the next three to four years.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂cඑ྆༦ʔ͚מʿβι

In January 2006, the Group acquired Wuxi Tianyi Residential

˲ᑪɃಲ።ʨȹϾΩඖ͌cι͚ძɁ̵ྫྷ

Project at a consideration of about RMB440 million through

4.4ყʏcɠΔௐᄈ˱35ຒ̡ʿϝcඖ

public transaction. The Group’s land bank was increased by

͌ιݯඑ྆ࠖωΉٽϐɍӯݘΔਂ൬߶ؿඖ

about 350,000 sq.m.. This project is the Group’s first

͌eඖֺ͌Εਂਟݯɻঢ়ᏌϾΩඑɻΔਂc

development project in the Yangtze River Delta region. Wuxi

၇ሱ̟ਂc͚ڏСcҡݔሱಲ።̟ࠇᒨɻ

Tianyi Residential Project is located in a mid to high-end

ነʨȹɻነcኟτӪؿֈϾྊeඖ

residential district and is adjacent to the downtown with

͌ЌΔ16ຒ̡ʿϝcஃིᐢۺዾࠍዶ35

convenient transportation access. Neighboring the key

ຒ̡ʿϝcི߮ೕࢄ2,500ංϾΩ௰Ͻcད

secondary school in Wuxi, “Tianyi Secondary School”, it also

߮כɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹտ۹ᆚe

possesses superior living environment. The project has a site
area and construction area of approximately 160,000 sq.m.
and 350,000 sq.m. respectively, which will be developed into
approximately 2,500 residential flats. It is expected that the
project will be launched in the first quarter of 2007.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɍ˂cඑ྆༦ʔ͚מʿβι

In March 2006, the Group acquired Chengdu Chenghua

˲ᑪɃιιജϾΩඖ͌cι͚ძɁ̵ྫྷ

Residential Project at a consideration of RMB390 million

3.9ყʏcɠΔௐᄈ˱34ຒ̡ʿϝcιݯ

through public transaction. The Group’s land bank was

එ྆ࠖωΉϹڲΔਂؿඖ͌eඖ͌Ͻכι

increased by 340,000 sq.m.. Chengdu Chenghua Residential

ᐥജؿɀ༏ၤۺஉ༏ވ͚ؿ୮cϹᐽ

Project is the Group’s first development project in Southwest

ࠓౡӞᗫؿҳ،cΔଉϽສ൙c˘Ӹ୮ඨ

China. The Project is located at the prime location of Chengdu

ۺஉ༏ਆਜcΈɣਆd൚̟ၙඑכϊc

at the junction of East Second Ring Road and Construction

ԮτӪΡؿਆพeඖ͌ЌΔ6.8ຒ̡

Road, with the west facing the Sha River with pleasant view.

ʿϝcஃིᐢۺዾࠍዶ34ຒ̡ʿϝcི߮

It is surrounded by the commercial district of Construction

ೕࢄ2,500ංϾΩ௰Ͻcད߮כɀཌྷཌྷȼα

Road, which is the key commercial area with various large

ᆚe

shopping arcades and supermarkets. The site area is
approximately 68,000 sq.m., which will be developed into a
total GFA of approximately 340,000 sq.m. with approximately
2,500 residential flats. It is expected that the project will be
launched in 2007.
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ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂cඑ྆༦ʔᘏᅟʿβՅ

In June 2006, the Group acquired the land site for public

౩ඈਂɣʰ˵Ҧʔۺʥʔఓඖ͌͂Δᓯ

facilities and apartments at Beiding Village, Datun, Chaoyang

ီࠖሣ๕ɻʶcι͚ძɁ̵ྫྷ17.61

District (“Capital Center”) at a consideration of RMB1,761

ყʏcɠΔௐᄈ˱27ຒ̡ʿϝeࠖሣ

million through public tender. The Group’s land bank was

๕ɻʶђໃכෙ׳ʞКɻʶਂਟcΔଉϽສ

increased by 270,000 sq.m.. Capital Center is magnificently

൙c൝̳Εጙ˵ؿۺԕෙ༜ผ˚өை

located only 500 m away from “the Nest”, the site where the

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

ੑඩ500ϝc൝˵ԕෙ༜ผಌ؈ᎂˋ͓ʿ

Main Gymnasium of the Beijing Olympic Games is being

ඩ180ϝcໃι܃ੀၤ˞ɐԭɣۺዾʃޚሣ

constructed, and within 180 m away from “Cubic Water”, the

ܮcͳୂιȹ༞ዟऋؿෙ༜ۺዾౡᜮeࠖ

Swimming Stadium of the Games. Standing marvelously

ሣ๕ɻʶᐢۺዾᅢࠍࠍዶ270,000̡ʿ

together, these three buildings will create a unique scene of

ϝcԯɻϾΩࠍዶЌ105,000̡ʿϝcਆพ

Olympic architecture. The total GFA of the project is

ࠍ ዶ  Ќ 53,000̡ ʿ ϝ c ᄘ Υ ᅢ ࠍ ዶ  Ќ

approximately 270,000 sq.m., of which area for residential,

32,000̡ʿϝcΔɎӹʥࡨஉࠍܪዶڬ

commercial and office use accounted for 105,000 sq.m.,

Ќ80,000̡ʿϝeኬඖ͌ད౨כɀཌྷཌྷ

53,000 sq.m. and 32,000 sq.m. respectively. Total area of

ȼα֛ѧɮe

underground parking and other facilities is approximately
80,000 sq.m.. The project is expected to be completed by the
end of 2007.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂cඑ྆Յ˵ԕౡඖ

In June 2006, the Group acquired a 50% equity interest in

͌50%ᚬऩcɠΔௐᄈ˱31ຒ̡ʿϝɺ

the Beijing Ruijing Qingyuan project, increasing the land

фνᑪکɰᖋሻਕࠍዶ12ຒ̡ʿϝe

bank by approximately 310,000 sq.m. (excluding the

ඖ͌Ͻ˵כԕϹɀၤϹɍɾංeඖ͌

contracted sales area of 120,000 sq.m. before acquisition). The

ЌΔ9.8ຒ̡ʿϝcஃིᐢۺዾࠍዶ43ຒ

project was located between the West Second Ring Road and

̡ʿϝcԯɻϾΩʗ20ຒ̡ʿϝcᄘΥ

West Third Ring Road in Beijing. The project has a site area of

ᅢdਆพʥৈ֙ʔఓʗ23ຒ̡ʿϝeඖ

approximately 98,000 sq.m. and a planned construction area

͌ʗԭ౨ɰʗПכɀཌྷཌྷʄα̒˂Ɋȹ˂

of 430,000 sq.m., in which approximately 200,000 sq.m. is for

ɮcԯɻȹ౨ϾΩʗੀכɀཌྷཌྷȼαɐ

residential development, and 230,000 sq.m. is for office,

˸α೨ɮcɀ౨ᄘΥᅢdਆพʥৈ֙ʔఓ

commercial building and hotel development. The project,

ʗੀכɀཌྷཌྷȼαɎ˸α೨ɮeȹ౨ϾΩ

divided into 2 phases, was kicked off in April and November

ʗɰכɀཌྷཌྷʄαɄ˂ᆚc౨ʑୃ߮ᖋ

2005 respectively, with phase 1 which is for residential use

ଅݯ85%cɀ౨ᄘΥᅢdਆพʥৈ֙ʔఓ

expected to complete in first half of 2007, and phase 2 which

ʗɰכʌα̒˂նᙩᆚc౨ʑᄘΥᅢɰ

is for office, commercial and hotel use expected to complete

ਕ25,000̡ʿϝe

in second half of 2007. Phase 1 was launched in August 2005,
and 85% was contracted during the period. Phase 2 was
gradually launched since April 2006, and 25,000 sq.m. of office
area was sold during the period.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ࡗɮ

EMPLOYEES

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀcඑ྆ͳາτ372Ί

As at 30th June 2006, the Group had a total of 372 full-time

Ͳᓻࡗɮcၤɀཌྷཌྷʄα֛328Ɂˈޚcᄈ

employees, representing an increase of approximately 13%

˱13%e౨ʑcʔ̇㝠৽ඨֻི߮cɰ

when compared with 328 employees at the end of 2005.

 ቔ 10 Ί ɻ ঢ় ज़ ဳ ଉ ّ ι  ݯʑ   ফ ᑟ

During the period, the Group initiated a mentoring and

c߲ஐʔ̇ʼʝdኝۧؿኒʥਿพ

training program and trained over 10 medium to senior

ؿඨֻeݯଔΔೕࢄኝcʔ̇එɻݯ

management to be the lecturers of internal training program,

̔ਣඖ͌ᐾፒ3ωณࡗɮɃᓻফeʔ̇ᑹ

responsible for corporate culture, promotion of strategy and

ਝʑ̔كΊঢ়࣎ʵ൬23ΊᎶ։ဳଉফ́c

sharing of professional experience. In line with the

˞ྡྷଊɁɷٽ౨ௐdѧഁࡗɮસඅe

development strategy of “Tapping into Markets outside
Beijing”, the Group organized three induction trainings for
new staff of other cities. The Group also introduced 23
management trainees from domestic and foreign renowned
universities, with an aim of establishing a long-term talent
pool and optimizing the employee structure.
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Αᚋၤࢄશ

REVIEW AND PROSPECTS

౨ʑcɻਝᏜԗᓿܛړঢ়ᄈٽdГഌd

During the period, the Chinese economy maintained robust

ֈ̵νɃү҄ᄈؿٽӪΡѫࠍeɀཌྷཌྷ

growth with low inflation and rapid increase in residents’

ʒαɐ˸αcɻਝਝʑ́ଐᐢࠤݯɁ̵ྫྷ

income. Amidst such favorable environment, China’s GDP in

91,443ყʏcˈᄈٽ10.9%cᄈˈ˾α

the first half of 2006 amounted to RMB9,144.3 billion,

౨҄0.9ϛʗᒨeֈ̵ࣱძࣟᐢˋ̡ˈ

representing a year-on-year growth of 10.9%, with the growth

ɐ1.3%cఝˈ˾α౨Г1ϛʗᒨeے

rate 0.9 percentage point higher than that of the

ᔪֈ̵Ɂя˿ʻνɃɁ̵ྫྷ5,997ʏcˈ

corresponding period last year. The overall consumer price

ᄈ  ٽ10.2%c ᄈ  ˈ ˾ α  ౨ Λ 0.7 ϛ ʗ

level recorded a year-on-year growth of 1.3%, with the growth

ᒨhԗপѩᜮᏜ̡ؿᖇ҄ᄈٽcԎΕѩ

rate one percentage point lower than that of the same period

ᜮሁઁܧ೪ܛؿᙩА͂ɎcɻਝָΔଐܛړ

last year. Per capita disposable income of urban citizens

ᖇցᄈٽѫࠍeɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcɻਝָ

posted a year-on-year growth of 10.2%, which is 0.7

Δ ଐ  ೕ ҙ ༅ Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ 7,695ყ ʏ c ᄈ ٽ

percentage point higher than the same period of last year,

24.2%cˈ˾α౨˱҄0.7ϛʗᒨe70

to RMB5,997. As the macro-economy experienced stable and

ɣɻָ̟ے۰ሻਕძࣟˈɐ5.6%cˈ˾

rapid growth, under the continuous implementation of

α౨ఝΑໃ3.3ϛʗᒨe༅ࢿԞiਝ

macroeconomic adjustment and control measures, China’s

ࡼ߮ѫ

property market continued to achieve robust growth. During
the first half of the year, the investment of property
development in the PRC increased 24.2% to reach RMB769.5
billion, 0.7 percentage point higher than the growth of the
same period the previous year. Property selling prices of 70
medium to large cities increased by 5.6%, representing a
reduction of 3.3 percentage points in its growth rate over
that of the first half of 2005. (Source: National Bureau of
Statistics)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ྡྷଊΔਂ́ଐᐢ

In the first half of 2006, the GDP of Beijing was RMB353.8

ࠤݯɁ̵ྫྷ3,538ყʏcˈᄈٽ12.3%cঢ়

billion, representing a year-on-year growth of 12.3% and

ٶכɊααя11.1%ؿᄈe͌˵کԕɍଐ

exceeding the average growth rate of 11.1% in the past 10

พଐࠤЌΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤˈࠇɰঢ়༠71.7%cᛷ

years. The production value of the tertiary industry accounted

͐ˮ˞ଊˤ৻רพdঢ়Ҍଐพd༅ଐพ

for 71.7% of GDP, indicating that modern service industry,

ݯ᎘҄ؿᄈٽτܛᙩೕࢄڰ܃eɀཌྷཌྷ

high technology industry and information industry have

ʒαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ےֈ̵Ɂя˿ʻνɃ

strong momentum for sustainable development. During the

Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ 10,161ʏ c  ˈ ᄈ  ٽ14.9%c ঢ় כ

period, the disposable income per capita of urban residents

12.3%ؿΔਂ́ଐᐢࠤᄈcᛷ͐˵ԕֈ̵ؿ

in Beijing reached RMB10,161, posting a yearly increase of

ᑪൕɈʋঢ়ᄈٽe

14.9% and was higher than the GDP growth rate of 12.3%.
This showed that the consumption power of residents in
Beijing continued to surge.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcΐϬ͂ێұӾᄈ

Despite the solid growth in demand for self-owned

ٽcϤԜᎶՇѩᜮሁઁА͂ಕʭc˵ԕ̟ਆ

properties, property supply dropped resulting from the

ָ̟ۂሻਕԗಳלଞcيສࠍዶಕʭcϾ

implementation of austerity measures. In the first half of 2006,

Ωძࣟܞᅕܛᙩɐʠe

the sales of commodity properties in Beijing remained strong,
the amount of vacant area decreased and the price level of
residential property kept on increasing.

•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcਆָۂ೨ɮࠍዶ

•

In the first half of 2006, the completed area of

798.6ຒ ̡ ʿ ϝ c ˈ ɐ α  ౨ Ɏ ࠌ

commodity housing decreased by 27% yearly to 7.986

27%cԯɻϾΩ೨ɮࠍዶ580.3ຒ̡ʿ

million sq.m.. Among which, the GFA of completed

ϝcɎࠌ35.1%e೨ɮࠍዶ˂Ɏࠌc

commodity residential housing was 5.803 million

Ɏࠌఝ۹Ϭ̒˂еү˱ɣᑭබe

sq.m., representing a drop of 35.1%. The completed
GFA gradually decreased with the reduction rate
further widening since April.

•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcਆָۂሻਕࠍዶ

•

During the period, the GFA of commodity properties

1,187.9ຒ̡ʿϝcݯਆָۂ೨ɮࠍ

sold amounted to 11.879 million sq.m., which was

ዶ  ؿ1.5ࠛ h ਆ  ۂϾ Ω ሻ ਕ ࠍ ዶ ݯ

approximately 1.5 times of the completed area of

1,041.3ຒ̡ʿϝcݯਆۂϾΩ೨ɮ

commodit y housing. The GFA of commodit y

ࠍዶؿ1.8ࠛeʗ˂ሻਕޜcΈ˂ሻ

residential housing sold was 10.413 million sq.m.,

ਕ൴ˈ༖ᖇցcԯɻʄdʒ˂ͫ౨ָ

about 1.8 times of the completed area of commodity

ሻਕ൴ঢ়כΈ˂̡яˋ̡e

housing. In terms of monthly sales, sales volume per
month remained stable, in which the sales volume of
pre-sold GFA in May and June exceeding the average
of the other months.

•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcՇ̟ұ༖ל

•

For the six months ended 30th June 2006, under the

ʥԜ൴ಕʭؿᄧᚊcيສࠍዶˮଊ

influence of strong market demand and reducing

Ɏࠌeɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂̱c˵ԕਆۂ

supply, vacant area decreased. At the end of June 2006,

ָيສࠍዶݯ965.2ຒ̡ʿϝcˈαٱ

the vacant area of commodity housing in Beijing was

ಕʭ409ຒ̡ʿϝcɎࠌ29.8%cԯɻ

9.652 million sq.m., a drop of 4.09 million sq.m. or

ϾΩيສࠍዶ530.7ຒ̡ʿϝcಕʭ269

29.8% when compared with that of the beginning of

ຒ̡ʿϝcɎࠌ33.6%e

the year. Among which, the vacant area of residential
housing was 5.307 million sq.m., representing a
decrease of 2.69 million sq.m. or 33.6%.
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•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcኣᅚሁ݅༅ࢿ

•

According to the data of a sampling survey, property

ᛷ͐c˵ԕָ̟۰ሻਕძࣟܞᅕеɩ

selling price in Beijing slightly increased in the first half

ఝɐʠᑭබiณۺਆָۂძࣟᐢܞᅕ

of 2006. The accumulated price level of newly

ୃ߮ݯ107.7%cˈɐα౨ొঢ়1ϛ

constructed commodity housing was 107.7%, one

ʗᒨcԯɻϾΩᗘძࣟܞᅕୃ߮ݯ

percentage point higher than that of the first half of

108.5%c ˈ ɐ α  ౨ ొ ঢ় 1.3 ϛ ʗ

2005, of which the accumulated price level of

ᒨhɀʹϾΩᗘძࣟܞᅕୃ߮ݯ

residential housing was 108.5%, 1.3 percentage point

109.5%cˈɐα౨ొঢ়3ϛʗᒨe

higher than that of the corresponding period last year.
The accumulated price level for secondary residential
properties was 109.5%, three percentage points higher
than that of 2005.

ՇָΔଐೕ՚౨ᄧᚊcٶ౨ʑ˵ԕָΔଐ

Affected by property development cycle, over demand for

̟ʋੀၐܛԜɺᎶұؿѫࠍcЎܺԒָ

residential properties prevailed in Beijing property market.

ΔଐೕͱؿϷܞᅟޜc̰Ԟ˵ԕؿਆָۂ

However, in terms of certain leading indicators of property

Ԝੀˮଊҝഁ㢌ോi

development, the demand and supply of commodity housing
in Beijing will improve:

•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ѧιָΔ

•

For the first half of 2006, completed property

ଐೕҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ640.1ყʏcˈɐα

investment in Beijing amounted to RMB64.01 billion,

౨ᄈٽ20.8%cᄈˈొঢ়12.7

representing a growth of 20.8%, a year-on-year

ϛʗᒨeΕָΔଐೕҙ༅ɻcϾΩ

increase of 12.7 percentage points. For property

ʥਆพ৻רพ೩Ꮺֲָ͂ҙ༅ɣఝ

development investment, operational property

ᄈٽeԯɻcϾΩѧιҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ

investment such as residential and commercial service

333.7ყʏcˈɐα౨ᄈٽ31.1%cЌ

industry recorded substantial surge. Completed

ָΔଐೕҙ༅ؿ52.1%cˈొঢ়4.1

investment in residential property reached RMB33.37

ϛʗᒨhਆพ৻רพ೩Ꮺֲָ͂

billion, a year-on-year rise of 31.1% and accounted for

ѧ ι ҙ ༅ Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ 92.9ყ ʏ c ᄈ  ٽ1.4

52.1% of property development investment, which

ࠛh

posted a year-on-year growth of 4.1 percentage points.
In addition, completed investment of operational
property, including commercial service industry,
amounted to RMB9.29 billion, up by 1.4 times.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αc˵ԕ̟ѧιɠΔ

•

During the period, the completed area of land

ೕࠍዶ196.4ຒ̡ʿϝcˈɐα౨

development in Beijing was 1.964 million sq.m., 1.3

ᄈٽ1.3ࠛhਆָۂณɮࠍዶ1,308.2

times over that of the same period the previous year.

ຒ̡ʿϝcԯɻϾΩณɮࠍዶ802.9

New construction area for commodity housing in

ຒ̡ʿϝcʗПᄈٽ47.2%36.1%e

Beijing was 13.082 million sq.m., in which the new

༅ࢿԞi˵ԕ̟߮ѫ

construction area for commodity housing totaled
8.029 sq.m., represented year-on-year increase of
47.2% and 36.1% respectively. (Source: Beijing
Municipal Bureau of Statistics)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcΕɻਝָΔଐᖇցᄈٽ

For the first half of 2006, all the property markets that the

ؿɣѫɎcඑ྆൬Ƀؿʨݛdιdʪࡈd

Group successfully tapped into, including Tianjin, Chengdu,

ಲ።ϾΩ̟яеଊֶ҄dֶ̡ᖇؿೕࢄ

Taiyuan and Wuxi property markets, showed rapid or stable

ྸබe

development backed by the steadily expanding China
property industry.

•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcʨָݛΔଐ̟

•

During the period, investment, construction and sales

ؿҙ༅dۺஉdሻਕя̡ܛړᖇ༖҄

in Tianjin property market maintained robust growth

ᄈٽiָΔଐҙ༅ୃ߮ѧιɁ̵ྫྷ

with completed property investment accumulated to

186.16ყʏcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ21.8%h

RMB18.616 billion, representing a year-on-year

ϾΩܪɮࠍዶ1,831.64ຒ̡ʿϝcᄈٽ

increase of 21.8%. The new construction GFA for

17.99%cϾΩ೨ɮࠍዶ370.46ຒ̡ʿ

residential properties was 18.3164 million sq.m., a

ϝ c ᄈ  ٽ22.06%h ਆ  ָ ۂሻ ਕ ࠍ ዶ

growth of 17.99%. The completed area for residential

607.33ຒ̡ʿϝdਆָۂሻਕᔾɁ̵ྫྷ

properties was 3.7046 million sq.m., an increase of

266.69ყ ʏ c ʗ П ˈ ˾ α  ౨ ᄈ ٽ

22.06%. The GFA of commodity properties sold was

17.66%34.93%eਆָۂሻਕძࣟɐ

6.0733 million sq.m. and the sales value totaled to

6.4%cԯɻϾΩძࣟɐ6.6%e༅

RMB26.669 billion, which posted increases of 17.66%

ࢿԞiʨ̟߮ݛѫ

and 34.93% over that of the previous year respectively.
The selling price of commodity properties up by 6.4%,
in which the price of residential properties rose 6.6%.
(Source: Tianjin Municipal Bureau of Statistics)
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•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αιϾΩ̟ұ

•

Demand for residential properties in Chengdu

לଞcι͚ࠍዶɣఝᄈٽcძࣟᖇɻ

remained strong in the first half of 2006. Total

τʠiʄਂےณۺਆۂϾΩι͚369.49

transaction area recorded drastic growth and selling

ຒ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ26.4%hɀʹϾΩ

price showed stable increment. Total transaction area

ι ͚ 165.03ຒ ̡ ʿ ϝ c  ˈ ᄈ ٽ

for newly constructed commodity residential

10.2%hณۺϾΩι͚ძࣟݯɁ̵ྫྷ

properties in the 5 city districts amounted to 3.6949

4,095ʏþ̡ʿϝcˈᄈٽ11.4%hਆ

million sq.m., representing a year-on-year increase of

ۂϾΩณᄈԜᎶ335.34ຒ̡ʿϝcˈ

26.4%, while that for secondary residential properties

ᄈٽ20.5%cԜᎶࠍዶГכι͚ࠍ

totaled 1.6503 million sq.m., a year-on-year growth of

ዶcᛷ͐Ԝұਥ̡̯ጫe༅ࢿԞi

10.2%. Transaction price for newly constructed

ι̟ೕҝկdιָ̟ଐဳଉѫ

residential properties was RMB4,095/sq.m., a growth
of 11.4% over that of the same period the previous
year. New supply of commodity residential properties
increased by 20.5% to 3.3534 million sq.m.. With total
area of supply slightly lower than transaction area, it
is believed that market supply and demand stay at a
balanced level. (Source: Chengdu Development and
Reform Commission, Chengdu Municipal Bureau of Land
Resources and Housing Management)

•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcʪࡈϾΩ̟е

•

For the first half of 2006, Taiyuan property market

ଊ̡ᖇೕࢄѫࠍiਆۂϾΩଊָ̡я

achieved stable development with average selling

ሻਕძࣟݯɁ̵ྫྷ2,938ʏþ̡ʿϝc

price of completed commodity residential properties

ˈɎࠌ6.8%c˚߬ܰͅכɀཌྷཌྷʄ

slightly dropped by 6.8% to RMB2,938/sq.m.. The

αɐ˸αძࣟ༖ɀཌྷཌྷ̒α౨τٶ3

decrease in average selling price was mainly due to

ιؿଔᄈ৽ؐٽcΣࡃϊΐॖc

the abnormal price fluctuation in the first half of 2005

ڬϾΩሻਕძࣟਥ̯ᖇցeָΔଐ

when compared with that of 2004, which was

ೕୃ߮ҙ༅Ɂ̵ྫྷ26.25ყʏcˈᄈ

approximately 30%. Excluding this factor, average

ٽ18.9%e༅ࢿԞiʪࡈ̟߮ѫ

selling price of residential properties remained stable.
Accumulated investment of property development
reached RMB2,625 million, posting a surge of 18.9%.
(Source: Taiyuan Municipal Bureau of Statistics)
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•

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αcಲ።ϾΩ̟ᐢ

•

The Wuxi proper t y mar k et sustained stable

̡ᖇcϬ͂ێұЌኣ˚ኒΔϽi

development in the first half of the year and was

̟ਂਆָۂι͚ࠍዶ184.43ຒ̡ʿϝc

dominated by the demand for self-owned properties.

ˈɎࠌ7.92%h̟ਂਆۂϾΩ̡яძ

Total transaction area for urban commodity housing

ࣟӶබ̡ᖇcݯҰ̡ʿϝɁ̵ྫྷ4,145

dropped 7.92% to 1.8443 million sq.m.. Average selling

ʏcˈ˾α౨ᄈٽ1.19%e̟ਂਆۂ

price for urban commodity residential properties

ϾָԜұᄈ൴ˈֺጽԜұᄈ൴ˈܰܞ

stayed at RMB4,145/sq.m., posting a rise of 1.19% as

̯αณᄈਆۂϾָ̯αሻਕࠍዶؿ

compared with that of the same period last year. The

ˈԝઅٶ1:1e༅ࢿԞi።ָܞᅕ

comparable volume growth of demand and supply for

ంй

urban commodity residential properties (i.e. the
proportion of newly added commodity housing to
total sales area for the year) was nearly 1:1. (Source:
Housing Index of the Wuxi Property Market)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʄ˂ɀɊȾˀcɻ̕Ⱦկᐲ

On 29th May 2006, Nine Ministries and Commissions jointly

ೕЗᗐכሁኬϾָԜᎶ࿚ᖇցϾָძࣟؿ

announced the “Suggestion of stabilizing property price

෮Ӯc༦ྦྷณɮdณᄗғؿਆۂϾָۺ

through adjustment of residential property supply structure”.

உਂܘਟஃցʸˈێԝࡨۺێዾࠍዶ90̡ʿ

By adopting regional regulation on unit size proportion (Unit

ϝ˞ɎϾָࠍዶֺЌˈࠇc̦༠Էೕۺ

size of GFA below 90 sq.m. must account for 70% or above of

உᐢࠍዶؿ70%˞ɐcޚᎶᄈ˱ɻГძϽd

total construction area for development) in newly

ɻɩࡨێౝਆۂϾָ෧ैϾָؿɠΔԜ

constructed and approved commodity housing, the

Ꮆc˞ᄈ˱ɻɩʸێϾָԜᎶd˱ੜɠΔؿ

Commission aimed at increasing the land supply for medium

එʝԚ͂h༦֝ٽᄩνᏪพೢܛؿτα

to low end, small to medium size commodity housing and

ࠉͅ2αᄈ˱Է5αcᄈ˱ڈౝϾΩࠖؿ

low rent residential properties, so as to increase the supply

˟ˈԝͅ20%ᄈ˱Է30%c˞൬ȹүқԹҙ

of small to medium size properties and strengthen intensive

ዀҙ༅ֲᑪָұcᖇցָძh༦ᇁԹ

land usage. In addition, the Commission was dedicated to

ԎʔЗΈΔϾΩۺஉஃིc൬ȹүஃᆲϾΩ

restrain speculative demand and property investment as well

̟͚מॊѵc˞ᖇցʔଠད౨cᑷЛұ

as to stabilize property price by extending the possession

ؿඑɻֲֲֶ࢜ᕶೕe

period for the imposition of business tax (extended from 2
years to 5 years) and increased the down-payment of nonresidential proper ty (increased from 20% to 30%).
Furthermore, by formulating and announcing the planning
of residential property construction for different regions, the
government endeavored to further regulate residential
property transactions, in order to manage public expectation
and avoid concentration or drastic increase in demand.
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එ྆ႏݯc̯֚ܧωѩᜮሁઁ˚ؿοܰሁኬ

The Group consider the principles for implementing the

ϾָԜᎶ࿚c൬ȹүқԹ༦҄ᄈڈؿٽϬ

abovementioned austerity measures were to adjust the

͂ێϾΩұcᒖՇϾΩೕؿ՚౨ᄧᚊԯ

structure of residential property supply and to further restrain

ܧ೪ࢽΕ౨ʑ༖ᗒ˨ʗᛷଊcޅϭτ˿

the overheating non-self-owned property demand. Despite

ॶΐܧ೪ሁኬԚϾΩԜᎶΕ౨ʑ၇ਜ਼cЎ

the insignificant effectiveness of the policies in short run,

ɻٽ౨ޜc̯ωѩᜮሁઁؿ෮ຮ૯Ⴉcੀ

which was resulted from the impact of property development

ڔ൬ָΔଐϷพҡຝС͂ɠΔdԉᆲΐ༦

cycle, and the temporary over demand for residential

҄ᄈٽϤଐ́ࠓؿ፮cԚϷพೕࢄιݯ৪

properties due to policy adjustment, it is believed that those

τѵܛ˿ؿᙩೕࢄe

austerity measures will bring forth impressive benefits in
medium to long run. Not only will these measures facilitate
the utilization of land supply among the industry, but also
prevent business risk arising from industry rapid growth and
establish a sound foundation for sustainable development.

එ྆ႏݯc౨ޜc̯ωѩᜮሁઁྦྷඑ྆

In short run, the Group believe that the implementation of

พ৻ؿᄧᚊτࠉeྡྷϷณܧ೪˞Ԟcΐඑ྆

austerity measures would only bring minimal influence to

Ε˵ԕؿΕਕϾΩౝ༧ݯɻঢ়ᏌᅢᆚcΕʨ

its business. Since the implementation of new policies, there

ؿݛΕਕϾΩৌྦྷϬ۪͂ێʸc̰ˮଊᛷട

was no substantial drop in the number of clients, as the

۪ؿʸಕʭcሻਕබԗಳੜڰcΣඑ྆Ε

Group’s residential properties in sale in Beijing and Tianjin

ʒ˂˚ઐؿ̡Ԉdeɩᔪ2d3໔ᅢΕȹ˂

were mainly middle to high-end projects and targeted at

ʑЩйਕዳeඑ྆Ε˵ԕೕؿϾΩяݯɻ

o w n e r - te n a n t s . T h e G r o u p’s p ro j e c t s m a i n t a i n e d

ঢ়ᏌϾΩc̰Ԟɻɩʸࠇˈؿێᄈ˱ੀᖇү

overwhelming sales performance. For instance, Tower 2 and

ొʠᗘذพؿძࠤcϤඑ྆Ε˵ԕ˞̔

3 of The Urban Town, which was launched in June, were sold

ೕؿɻᏌϾΩଲ̯ωѩᜮሁઁརؿʿ

out within a month. With all the residential properties under

Ήe

development in Beijing are middle to high-end projects, the
Group is confident that the increasing proportion of small to
medium size units will enhance the property value of those
projects. Meanwhile, the Group’s mid-end residential
properties under development outside Beijing are the type
of housing encouraged by the austerity measures
implemented recently.

එ྆Ε˵ԕؿඖ͌я୮כΕۺආֶݒɰໃ

The Group’s projects in Beijing are either under construction

ιcɠΔௐɾᅢࠍࠍዶޜc࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ

or completed. As at 31st July 2006, in terms of the GFA of its

ʒαȼ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅c86%ɰՅۺஉ͂Δ

land bank, 86%, 71% and 65% of land have obtained

ஃིஈ˿ᖬc71%ɰՅۺஉɮೡஃིஈ˿

Construction Land Use Planning License, Construction

ᖬc65%ɰՅۺஉɮೡܪɮஈ˿ᖬc̰Յ

Engineering Planning License and Construction License

ɐ߸ɍᖬؿΈඖ͌܃ᙩೕᅢᆚяτશכ

respectively. Those projects that have yet to obtain the above

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ʌαɎ˸αՅ˞ɐɍᖬeඑ྆Ε˵ԕ˞̔

licenses are expected to secure the licenses in the second

ؿඖ͌я˾ݯαȼ˂܃ՅcξՅؿ

half of the year. As all of the Group’s projects outside Beijing

ʨݛᗸၕ٦ඖ͌ɰɮᆚ̔cԯඖ͌

were acquired after July 2005, except Tianjin Butchart Garden,

я୮کכ౨ంғආݒcɰτ65%Յۺஉ͂

the first acquired project that have commenced construction

Δஃིஈ˿ᖬe̊̔cඑ྆ੀʘ།ᔙ˿ॶ

and pre-sale, other projects are in the initial stage of applying

ᙩઐˮࠉؿցೕɻɩʸێdɻГძϽϾ

approval. Among which, 65% of them have obtained

ΩؿณΔcΕଲඑ྆ೕࢄኝdСכඑ྆

Construction Land Use Planning License. The Group will also

ೕϬӸබొکؿɎሬмढ़ᗘɠΔe

keep a close eye on new land supply restricted for developing
small to medium size, low to middle priced residential
properties, and will acquire those land sites if they are in line
with the Group’s strategy and can enable the Group to further
develop its competitive edges.

ɻٽ౨ޜcܛᙩν၇ڌ൘ɠΔགپdஃ

In medium to long run, industry integration will accelerate

ᆲָΔଐ̟ॊѵੀԚϷพኬ൬ȹү˱

with credit tightening policy and land supply, as well as the

cτСכඑ྆ೕ၃Ꮺ༜ॶɈɺᒾᒷɣ

regulated property market. Such favorable environment will

Ꮺ༜ஃᅡdᄈ˱̟ͫᔾeܨඑ྆ੀҚϾτ

enable the Group to utilize its integrated capabilities to

СࣂዀcടࠇઐϷ˞Ɏ೪cᖇүᒷɣඑ྆

expand its operational scale and increase market share. By

ؿᘏجබe

introducing the following strategies, the Group is committed
to capturing the arising opportunities to prudently enhance
its unrivalled competitiveness.

•

ᘗᙩ˱҄ଊτඖ͌ؿೕ൬۹cɺᒾ

•

ొʠଊτඖ͌ؿνऩˋ̡
•

˱ੜྦྷɻɩʸێϾΩޢؿӠc˞ሬᎶ

Continue to accelerate the development and enhance
the profitability of existing projects

•

̰ԞϾΩ࿚ؿሁኬᛰʝ

Strengthen the research and development on small
to medium sized residential properties, so as to
accommodate future adjustments in residential
property structure

•

ɺᒾొʠኝဳଉॶɈc˞ᎶྦྷӾ

•

ᛰʝؿϷพྊ

Continue to enhance strategic management
capabilities to face with the ever-changing market
environment

•

ɺᒾᄈੜԎઐᄤॶଊඑ྆၃Ꮺ༜

•

Continue to fortify and promote residential properties

බؿϾΩଐۂc˞ӾᒷɣᏪ༜ஃ

that realized the Group’s edges in its integrated

ᅡ

operation, benefiting for rapidly expansion of its
operational scale
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•

ԗኣኝ͌ᅟɺᒾҝഁဳଉᅡβพ

•

Optimize management model and business work flow

৻ݚೡcɺᒾੜʝҙ༅೪ིdᅟๅʝ

a c co r d i n g t o i t s s t r a t e g i c o b j e c t i ve s w h i l e

༜ᏪdۂಶᏪሻ೩ॶɈ

strengthening investment planning, standardized
operation as well as sales and marketing capabilities
of brands

•

˱ੜɁɷؿмʵቔcʝɁɈ༅

•

ສc˞ሬᎶʔ̇҄ᒷਜ਼߬ؿұ

Strengthen development of market talents and
optimize human resources allocation to cope with the
Group’s rapid expansion demand

•

ࢄ҄τࢽؿଔΔᒷਜ਼cਿ؇כϾ

•

Implement rapid and effective expansion in markets

Ωೕพ৻c˞ঢ়ࢽଅ༜ᔝ͌ݯᅟc

outside Beijing and focus on residential property

˞ۂಶʝଐۂᇲႇݯᅡβ൬Ϸᒷਜ਼

development business , utilizing branded products as
the expansion model to achieve efficient turnover
target

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ল৻ʗ
1.

νɃᏪพᐜ

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
1.

REVENUE AND OPERATING RESULTS

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ˸αc̯එ྆ؿᏪพ

For the first half of the year 2006, the Group’s turnover

ᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ177,654,000ʏc༖ɀཌྷ

amounted to approximately RMB177,654,000,

ཌྷʄαɐ˸αɁ̵ྫྷ249,103,000ʏɎ

representing a drop of approximately 28.7% when

ࠌ28.7%cᏪพᔾɎࠌ˚߬ͅכɀཌྷ

compared with RMB249,103,000 for the first half of the

ཌྷʒαɐ˸αໃιذؿพ༖ɀཌྷཌྷʄ

year 2005. The drop in turnover was mainly due to the

αɐ˸αɣఝɎࠌeכɀཌྷཌྷʒαɐ

drastic decrease in the number of completed

˸αc̯එٖ྆ؿᎶЌึСݯɁ

properties for the first half of the year 2006 when

̵ྫྷ86,738,000ʏc༖ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɐ˸

compared with that for the first half of the year 2005.

αɁ̵ྫྷ15,704,000ʏɐʠ452%cᐢ

For the first half of the year 2006, profit attributable to

ٖᎶЌึСɐʠ˚߬ࡈΐΕ౨ʑᆢ

equity holders of the Group was RMB86,738,000, an

ႏΐνᑪȹංڃᙔʔ̇˵ԕࣵᐲ

increase of approximately 452% compared with

ҙ༅ೕࢄτࠉʔ̇ଐ߲́ؿਆᙷɁ̵

RMB15,704,000 for the first half of the year 2005, which

ྫྷ127,480,000ʏe

was mainly resulted from the recognition of negative
goodwill of RMB127,480,000 arising from the
acquisition of a subsidiary known as Beijing East Ocean
United Investment Co., Ltd. during the period.

2.

লܧ༅d৽ݚ༅ټʥ߲ඦؗر

2.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES, LIQUIDITY AND LIABILITY
POSITION

כΑᚋ౨ʑc̯එ྆ؿ༅ֲ৽ݚټၐ

During the period under review, the Group maintained

ܛΕ৪ˋ̡cϤলܧ༅͛Аˮ

a healthy cash flow and capital resources, which were

ଉʗЗeכɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc

reasonably allocated. As at 30th June 2006, the Group’s

̯ එ ྆  ؿᐢ ༅ ଐ ༠ Է Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ

total assets were RMB12,037,064,000 (As at 31st

12,037,064,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍ

December 2005: RMB10,058,779,000) (current assets

ɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ10,058,779,000ʏcԯ

were RMB5,294,793,000) and the total liabilities were

ɻ৽ݚ༅ଐ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ5,294,793,000ʏc

RMB8,568,301,000 (current liabilities were

ᐢ߲ඦݯɁ̵ྫྷ8,568,301,000ʏcԯɻ

RMB3,864,763,000 and non-current liabilities were

߲৽ݚඦݯɁ̵ྫྷ3,864,763,000ʏcڈ

RMB4,703,538,000), and the total equity reached

߲৽ݚඦݯɁ̵ྫྷ4,703,538,000ʏcᐢ

RMB3,468,763,000.

ᚬऩɰ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ3,468,763,000ʏe
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̯එ྆ؿ༅ଐܛړֲ৽ݚӪΡc౨

The Group is of sound liquidity and solvency. The

ඦॶɈ˨ʗe̯එ྆ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ

current ratio (current assets/ current liabilities) of the

˂ɍɊˀˈ৽ݚؿଅ৽ݚ༅ଐþ৽ݚ

Group as at 30th June 2006 was 1.37 ( 31st December

߲ඦݯ1.37ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹ

2005: 1.96).

ˀݯ1.96e
כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ɾ

As at 30th June 2006, the Group’s cash and short-term

ଊټ౨ႺϷΦಁ༠ԷɁ̵ྫྷ

bank deposits amounted to RMB1,080,410,000, which

1,080,410,000ʏcτ˨ӷ༅ټӷᏪ༜

represented sufficient cash flow for operations.

ұe
כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ؿ

Bank loans of the Group as at 30th June 2006 were

ႺϷ൘ಁݯɁ̵ྫྷ6,353,538,000ʏcԯ

RMB6,353,538,000 of which short-term bank loans

ɻ౨ႺϷ൘ಁݯɁ̵ྫྷ400,000,000

were RMB400,000,000, current portion of long-term

ʏcٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁؿЩ౨ʗݯɁ̵

bank loans were RMB1,250,000,000 and long-term

ྫྷ1,250,000,000ʏcٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁݯɁ

bank loans were RMB4,703,538,000 which were mainly

̵ྫྷ4,703,538,000ʏcႺϷ൘ಁ߬˚ؿ

used to fulfill the capital requirements of the Group’s

͂பܰӷ̯එָ྆ؿΔଐೕඖ͌

property development projects.

ؿ༅ټұe
̯එ྆͌̋کΕɻਝྊʑҙ༅cԭ

The Group makes investment in the PRC only. Except

ࡼڃᙔʔ̇Ᏽณ˱գܱࢄႺϷʏ

for US dollar loan facility of its two subsidiaries granted

൘ಁcכɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀԚ͂

by DBS Singapore (US$43,700,000 was utilized as at

൘ಁ43,700,000ʏ̔c̯එֺ྆τԯ

30th June 2006), all of the Group’s bank loans come

ˢႺϷ൘ಁяԞϬɻਝɾႺϷcԎ˞

from banks in the PRC and are borrowed and repaid

Ɂ̵ྫྷࠥɃᓊᑹcɺΦΕමଅؐ৽

in RMB, and there exists no significant currency risk.

ࠇؿɣࠓ፮e̯එֺ྆τٽ౨ႺϷ൘

All of the Group’s long-term bank loans were granted

ಁя৽ࣺݯСଅ൘ಁe

on a floating rate basis.

̯ʔ̇כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿ༅

As at 30th June 2006, the Company’s gearing ratio was

̯߲ඦˈଅݯ68.54%ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ

68.54% (As at 31st December 2005: 51.82%). Our

˂ɍɊȹˀi51.82%e̯ʔ̇༅̯߲

gearing ratio is calculated by dividing the aggregate

ඦˈଅ့߮ؿʿؒܰੀ(i)̯එ྆౨ʥ

of (i) the Group’s short term and long term bank loans,

ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁd(ii)ᎶνþᎶ˟ઁٖʔ

(ii) net amounts due from/to holding company net of

̇ಁඖ૱ᔾಕ(iii)ଊټʥႺϷຝ૱

(iii) cash and bank balances (the balance of (i), (ii) and

ᔾ(i)d(ii)ʥ(iii)ؿᔾ˞(A)ˤٲc

(iii) being referred to as “(A)”), by the aggregate of (A)

˞(A)ʥ̯එ྆૱༅ଐࠤؿᐢe

and net assets of the Group.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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3.

ณஉ͓ɾ˚߬ڃᙔʔ̇

3.

M A I N N E W LY E S TA B L I S H E D S U B S TA N T I A L
ACQUISITION

4.

5.

̯౨ʑ̯ʔ̇ၤAG Wuxi Residential

In this period, the Company and AG Wuxi Residential

SRLΪঢ়ಲ።ϾΩτࠉʔ̇༅ι͓

SRL jointly established Jiangsu Beijing Capital Land

ϐᘣࠖສพτࠉʔ̇h̯ʔ̇ၤ

Ltd. (ϐᘣࠖສพτࠉʔ̇), and the Company and

Reco Ziyang Pte Ltd.ඈҙ༅τࠉʔ

Reco Ziyang Pte Ltd. jointly established Chengdu

̇༅ι͓ιࠖณ༅ສพτࠉʔ

Beijing New Capital Land Ltd. (ιࠖณ༅ສพτ

̇e

ࠉʔ̇).

ֺೢ͂

4.

INCOME TAX

̯౨ʑ༦ೢ৻ᄗ̯߮ʔ̇ɾȹڃᙔ

After tax auditing for this period, one of the Company’s

ʔ̇ᆢցȿᎶᖔֺؿೢcҿΑȿΛ

subsidiaries finalized its income tax payable and

߮ొֺؿೢ͂Ɂ̵ྫྷ66,902,000

reversed an overprovided income tax charge of

ʏe

RMB66,902,000.

կপΦಁʥ༩౨ց౨Φಁ

5.

ENTRUSTED DEPOSITS AND MATURED TIME
DEPOSITS

6.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆

As at 30th June 2006, the Group had not held any

ԎಲͨЄկপΦಁΦכיɻਝټጪዀ

deposits under trusts in any financial institutions in

࿚c̯එֺ྆τଊټяΦכיɻਝؿ

the PRC. All of the Group’s cash was held in commercial

ਆพႺϷcԎଲሬ͂ɾؒԝʥஃ

banks in the PRC in accordance with applicable laws

ڬe̯ʔ̇Ԏ̰༤ԷႺϷΦಁԷ౨Ϥ

and regulations. The Company had no bank deposits

̰ॶՅΑؗੱؿe

which cannot be withdrawn upon maturity.

༅ଐא

PLEDGED ASSETS

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆˞

As at 30th June 2006, the land use rights of certain

ʗذพɾɠΔԚ͂ᚬАאݯcՅ

properties were pledged by the Group as security for

ȿٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ43,700,000ʏɀ

long-term bank loans of US$43,700,000 (As at 31st

ཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀi58,000,000

December 2005: US$58,000,000).

ʏe
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כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆˞

As at 30th June 2006, the land right to yield of certain

ʗذพɾɠΔνऩᚬ̯එ྆ᔝᜑ

properties (yields from transfer of such land or by

೩ɠΔֶ˞ԯˢʿβС͂೩ɠΔᏵ

other means of utilization of the same) was pledged

ؿνऩАݯሔcՅȿٽ౨ႺϷ

by the Group as security for long-term bank loans of

൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ4,500,000,000ʏɀཌྷཌྷʄ

RMB4,500,000,000 (As at 31st December 2005:

α Ɋ ɀ ˂ ɍ Ɋ ȹ ˀ i Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ

RMB4,000,000,000).

4,000,000,000ʏe

7.

ֶಳ߲ඦ

7.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

̯එ྆ߗݯɳذพൕࡼΪખႺϷጪ

The Group had arranged bank financing for certain

༅cԎొԜኪړړᖬτᗐൕࡼؿᑹಁ

purchasers of our properties and provided guarantees

ஐͨeכɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀcֆ

to secure the repayment obligations of such

̰ᄚϷؿኪړ༠Ɂ̵ྫྷ783,554,000ʏ

purchasers. The outstanding guarantees amounted to

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ

RMB783,554,000 as at 30th June 2006 (As at 31st

677,632,000ʏe

December 2005: RMB677,632,000) .

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔ̇

As at 30th June 2006, other than guarantees provided

ྦྷ̯ʔ̇ɾڃᙔʔ̇ؿɁ̵ྫྷ

by the Company for a long term bank borrowing of

850,000,000ʏٽؿ౨ႺϷࠥಁcʥྦྷ

RMB850,000,000 to subsidiaries of the Company and

̯ʔ̇ɾᏪʔ̇ؿɁ̵ྫྷ50,000,000

a short term bank borrowing of RMB50,000,000 to a

ʏؿ౨ႺϷࠥಁొԜኪ̔ړc̯එ

jointly controlled entity, the Group had no material

྆ɺΦΕԯˢࠇɣྦྷ̔ኪړe

external guarantee.
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最新資本和主要股東概況

THE LATEST INFORMATION OF SHARE CAPITAL
AND MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

股本

SHARE CAPITAL

本公司於二零零六年六月三十日的總已發行

As at 30th June 2006, there were a total issued share capital

股本為1,715,960,000股已發行股份，其中包

of 1,715,960,000 shares of the Company (the “Shares”) which

括：

include :
佔股本之概約百份比

內資股

股份數目

Approximate percentages

Number of Shares

of share capital

680,405,700

39.6%

357,998,300

20.9%

677,556,000

39.5%

1,715,960,000

100%

Domestic Shares
非H股外資股
Non-H Foreign Shares
H股
H Shares

主要股東持股情況

SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS

本公司於二零零六年六月三十日，就任何董

As at 30th June 2006, the following persons (not being

事所知，下列人士（並非本公司之董事或高級

director or chief executive of the Company), so far as are

管理人員）於本公司股份及相關股份中擁有須

known to any Director, has an interest or short position in

根據證券及期貨條例XV部第2及3分部向本公

the Shares and underlying shares of the Company which

司披露之權益或淡倉，或直接或間接持有附

would fall to be disclosed to the Company under the
provisions of Divisions 2 and 3 of Part XV of the Securities
and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”), or who is, directly or indirectly,
interested in ten percent or more of the nominal value of any

28

首創置業股份有限公司
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

ᚬС˿ͨכЄੱؗɎΕ̯එ྆ͨЄԯˢι

class of share capital carr ying rights to vote in all

ࡗʔٖ̇ɣผɐҙɾͨЄᗘПٖ̯ɾࠍ

circumstances at general meetings of any other member of

ࠤ10%ֶ˞ɐi

the Group:

ٖΊီ
Name of shareholders

قઅֶංઅܛτɾٖͫᅕ͌
Number of Shares directly
and indirectly held

ٖͫᗘП
Class of Shares

ЌτᗐᗘПٖͫɾลϛʗˈ(%)
Approximate percentages in
relevant class of shares (%)
قઅᚬऩ
ංઅᚬऩ
ᚬऩᐢᅕ
Direct
Indirect
Aggregate
interests
interests
interests

ЌͲɰೕϷٖ̯ɾลϛʗˈ(%)
Approximate percentages in total
issued share capital (%)
قઅᚬऩ
ංઅᚬऩ
ᚬऩᐢᅕ
Direct
Indirect Aggregate
interests
interests
interests

˵ԕࠖพඑ྆τࠉʔ̇
Capital Group

955,641,900 (1)

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

5.39
࠸ٽ
(long position)

86.64

92.03

3.26
࠸ٽ
(long position)

52.43

55.69

˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇
Beijing Sunshine Real Estate
Comprehensive Development Company

608,880,500 (2)

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

4.57
࠸ٽ
(long position)

54.07

58.64

2.76
࠸ٽ
(long position)

32.72

35.48

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real
Estate Development Co., Ltd.

561,461,900 (3)

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

27.56
࠸ٽ
(long position)

26.51

54.07

16.68
࠸ٽ
(long position)

16.04

32.72

˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Technology Investment Ltd.

172,006,700

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

16.56
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

16.56

10.02
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

10.02

˵ԕࠖॾΧᏜೕࢄτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Hangyu Economic
Development Co., Ltd.

118,747,600

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

11.44
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

11.44

6.92
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

6.92

ɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇
China Resource Products Limited

275,236,200

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

26.51
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

26.51

16.04
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

16.04

ყജਝͬพτࠉʔ̇
Yieldwell International Enterprise Limited

82,762,100

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

7.97
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

7.97

4.82
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

4.82

Fexi Holdings Limited

82,762,100 (4)

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

—

7.97
࠸ٽ
(long position)

7.97

—

4.82
࠸ٽ
(long position)

4.82

ᒉߜ
Chung Pok Ying

82,762,100 (5)

ڈɐ̟ٖͫ
Non-listed Shares

—

7.97
࠸ٽ
(long position)

7.97

—

4.82
࠸ٽ
(long position)

4.82

Reco Pearl Private Limited

158,102,000

Hٖ
H Shares

23.33
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

23.33

9.21
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

9.21

Recosia China Pte Ltd.

158,102,000 (6)

Hٖ
H Shares

—

23.33
࠸ٽ
(long position)

23.33

—

9.21
࠸ٽ
(long position)

9.21

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ٖΊီ
Name of shareholders

قઅֶංઅܛτɾٖͫᅕ͌
Number of Shares directly
and indirectly held

ٖͫᗘП
Class of Shares

ЌͲɰೕϷٖ̯ɾลϛʗˈ(%)
Approximate percentages in total
issued share capital (%)
قઅᚬऩ
ංઅᚬऩ
ᚬऩᐢᅕ
Direct
Indirect Aggregate
interests
interests
interests

Recosia Pte Ltd.

158,102,000 (7)

Hٖ
H Shares

—

23.33
࠸ٽ
(long position)

23.33

—

9.21
࠸ٽ
(long position)

9.21

Government of Singapore Investment
Corporation (Realty) Pte Ltd.

158,102,000 (8)

Hٖ
H Shares

—

23.33
࠸ٽ
(long position)

23.33

—

9.21
࠸ٽ
(long position)

9.21

Penta Investment Advisers Ltd.

94,408,000

Hٖ
H Shares

13.93
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

13.93

5.50
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

5.50

Zwaanstra John

94,408,000 (9)

Hٖ
H Shares

—

13.93
࠸ٽ
(long position)

13.93

—

5.50
࠸ٽ
(long position)

5.50

Platinum Asset Management Limited

54,897,000

Hٖ
H Shares

8.10
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

8.10

3.20
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

3.20

Liberty Square Asset Management, L.P.

34,000,000

Hٖ
H Shares

5.02
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

5.02

1.98
࠸ٽ
(long position)

—

1.98

ڃഽi
1.

2.

3.

30

ЌτᗐᗘПٖͫɾลϛʗˈ(%)
Approximate percentages in
relevant class of shares (%)
قઅᚬऩ
ංઅᚬऩ
ᚬऩᐢᅕ
Direct
Indirect Aggregate
interests
interests
interests

Notes:
Ε955,641,900ٖٖͫɻc56,007,100ٖٖ

1.

Of these 955,641,900 Shares, 56,007,100 Shares are directly

ͫࠖͅพඑ྆τࠉʔ̇قઅܛτcԯ

held by Capital Group, the remaining 899,634,800 Shares

899,634,800ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ

are deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly

഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦˵ԕඈָͮΔ

held through Beijing Sunshine Real Estate Comprehensive

ଐ၃ೕʔ̇d˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτ

Development Company, Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate

ࠉஐͨʔ̇d˵ԕࠖޫҌҙ༅τࠉʔ

Development Co., Ltd., Beijing Capital Technology

̇d˵ԕࠖॾΧᏜೕࢄτࠉʔ̇ʥɻ

Investment Ltd., Beijing Capital Hangyu Economic

ਝذଐτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

Development Co., Ltd. and China Resource Products Limited.

Ε608,880,500ٖٖͫɻc47,418,600ٖٖ

2.

Of these 608,880,500 Shares, 47,418,600 Shares are directly

ͫͅ˵ԕඈָͮΔଐ၃ೕʔ̇قઅܛ

held by Beijing Sunshine Real Estate Comprehensive

τcԯ561,461,900ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨

Development Company, the remaining 561,461,900 Shares

ஒૈԝ഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦˵ԕࠖ

are deemed corporate interests under the SFO indirectly

ඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇ʥɻਝذଐτ

held through Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate

ࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

Development Co., Ltd. and China Resource Products Limited.

Ε561,461,900ٖٖͫɻc286,225,700ٖ

3.

Of these 561,461,900 Shares, 286,225,700 Shares are directly

ٖͫͅ˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐτࠉஐͨʔ̇

held by Beijing Capital Sunshine Real Estate Development

قઅܛτcԯ275,236,200ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬ

Co., Ltd., the remaining 275,236,200 Shares are deemed

Դʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦

corporate interests under the SFO indirectly held through

ɻਝذଐτࠉʔ̇ංઅܛτe

China Resource Products Limited.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

4.

5.

6.

82,762,100ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼

4.

82,762,100 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the

А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦ყജਝͬพτࠉ

SFO indirectly held through Yieldwell International

ʔ̇ංઅܛτe

Enterprise Limited.

82,762,100ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼

5.

82,762,100 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the

А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦ყജਝͬพτࠉ

SFO indirectly held through Yieldwell International

ʔ̇ʥFexi Holdings Limitedංઅܛτe

Enterprise Limited and Fexi Holdings Limited.

158,102,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ

6.

഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Reco Pearl Private

158,102,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under
the SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited.

Limitedංઅܛτe
7.

8.

158,102,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ

7.

158,102,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under

഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Reco Pearl Private

the SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited

LimitedʥRecosia China Pte Ltd.ංઅܛτe

and Recosia China Pte Ltd.

158,102,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ

8.

158,102,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under

഼А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Reco Pearl Private

the SFO indirectly held through Reco Pearl Private Limited,

Limitedd Recosia China Pte Ltd.ʥRecosia

Recosia China Pte Ltd. and Recosia Pte Ltd.

Pte Ltd.ංઅܛτe
9.

94,408,000ٖٖ࣓ͫኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼
А྆ؒݯᚬऩcȽ༦Penta Investment

9.

94,408,000 Shares are deemed corporate interests under the
SFO indirectly held through Penta Investment Advisers Ltd.

Advisers Ltd. ංઅܛτe

ԑဟԑᚬऩ

INTERESTS OF DIRECTORS AND SUPERVISORS

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯ʔ̇Έԑd

As at 30th June 2006, the interests and short positions of each

ဟԑʥϷܧᐢസ̯כʔֶ̇ͨЄޚᐲؒ྆ց

Director, supervisor and chief executive of the Company in

ຮӮᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝXVٖͫؿdޚᗐ

the shares, underlying shares and debentures of the Company

ͫʥඦԴɻኟτϤ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ

or any associated corporation (within the meaning of Part XV

XV7ʥ8ʗكผ̯ʔ̇ʥࠗಋᐲֺ͚מ

of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (“SFO”) which will

τࠉʔ̇ᐲֺ͚ؿᚬऩʥ࠸˳ܢԯ࣓

have to be notified to the Company and The Stock Exchange

ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ഼Аኟτؿᚬऩʥ࠸c

of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”) pursuant to

Ɍֶ࣓ኣᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝ352ૈ༗Ƀτᗐ

Divisions 7 and 8 of Part XV of the SFO (including interests

ૈԝֺ߸ত˫ʑؿᚬऩʥ࠸cɌֶ࣓ኣ

and short positions which he is taken or deemed to have

ɐ̟ʔ̇ԑ൬ϷᖬԴ͚ؿמᅟๅΨڬੀ

under such provisions of SFO) or which will be required,

كผ̯ʔ̇ʥᐲֺ͚ؿᚬऩʥ࠸గϊϤ

pursuant to section 352 of the SFO, to be entered in the

ӰcᖬԴʥ౨ஒૈԝؿτᗐૈʼੀಹΣሬ͂

register referred to therein, or will be required, pursuant to

כဟԑঁᘷΣɎi

the Model Code for Securities Transactions by Directors of
Listed Companies to be notified to the Company and the Stock
Exchange (for this purpose, the relevant provisions of the SFO
will be interpreted as if they applied to the Supervisors):

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ֺኟτ
ٖͫᅕ͌
No. of
Shares held

Ќޚᐲؒ྆ഽ˫
༅̯ɾลϛʗˈ
Approximate
percentage
of registered
capital of the
relevant entity

ԑþဟԑ
Director/Supervisor

ޚᐲؒ྆
Relevant entity

ᚬऩᗘП
Type

ჳኮͮ
Liu Xiaoguang

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real
Estate Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

2,000,000

2%

ࡌ߶
Tang Jun

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real
Estate Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

2,000,000

2%

ඟܬඵ
Feng Chunqin

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real
Estate Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

350,000

0.35%

˔ಾ
Wang Qi

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real
Estate Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

400,000

0.4%

ۺןڠ
Yu Changjian

˵ԕࠖඈָͮΔଐ
τࠉஐͨʔ̇
Beijing Capital Sunshine Real
Estate Development Co., Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

600,000

0.6%

ㅽઢι
Benny Kwong Kai Sing

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

Ɂ
Individual

300,000

Hٖɾ0.04%
0.04% of H Shares

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

ᄗ࣏կࡗผ

AUDIT COMMITTEE

ᄗ࣏կࡗผɰᐲဳଉᄙᏎদ̯එֺ྆ઔढ़

The Audit Committee reviewed with management the

ɾผ߮ๅڬʥྻԝcԎగ࣏ᅕdʑဟઁʥ

accounting principles and practices adopted by the Group

ল৻͇ం೩ԑփ˳ܢᄗቇ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ

and discussed auditing, internal control and financial report

˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂̰ؿᄗ࣏ɻ౨ంй൬Ϸ

matters including the review of the unaudited interim report

ᆠਆe

for the six months ended 30th June 2006.

ᑪൕdˮਕֶᚿΑ̯ʔ̇ɐ̟ᖬԴ

PURCHASE, SALE OR REDEMPTION OF THE
COMPANY’S LISTED SECURITIES

̯ʔ̇כ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ؿʒ

During the six months ended 30th June 2006, the Company

˂ӀτᚿΑͨЄ̯ʔ̇ɾٖͫe̯ʔ̇ʥ

had not redeemed any of its shares. Neither the Company

ԯΈڃᙔʔ̇כ౨ʑяӀτᑪൕֶˮਕͨЄ

nor any of its subsidiaries purchased or sold any of the

̯ʔ̇ɾɐ̟ᖬԴe

Company’s listed securities during the period.

ፓΨͬพဳ؝ஃΨؿڬΨૈڬʼ

COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE PROVISIONS OF
THE CODE ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
PRACTICES

Ε࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ؿʒ˂౨

Throughout the six months ended 30th June 2006, the

ංʑc̯ʔ̇ɰͲࠍፓΨࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτ

Company has complied with all the code provisions of the

ࠉʔ̇ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڬ
ɐ̟ஃڃڬ፣14

Code on Corporate Governance Practices as set out in

ͬพဳ؝ஃΨڬʑֺؿτΨૈڬʼe

Appendix 14 to the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities
on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Listing
Rules”).

ፓΨᖬԴ͚מΨڬ

COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE FOR SECURITIES
TRANSACTIONS

ϬɀཌྷཌྷɍαɄ˂̯ʔ̇ԹցᖬԴ͚מΨ

Since the Company formulated its “Code on Securities

܃ڬc̯ʔ̇ΈϽԑȹߎᗲࣟྡྷϷeΕɀ

Transactions” in August 2003, each of the directors of the

ཌྷཌྷ̒αɍ˂ɍɊȹˀࠗಋᐲֺ͚ɐ̟ஃ

Company had been implementing it strictly. After

࠳ڬҝɾ܃c̯ʔ̇ྦྷϬӸؿᖬԴ͚מΨ

amendments were made to the Listing Rules by the Hong

ڬ২ȿޚᎶ࠳ҝcԯᅟๅɺГכɐ̟ஃڬ

Kong Stock Exchange on 31st March 2004, the Company

ڃ፣Ɋɐ̟ೕϷɁԑ൬ϷᖬԴ͚ؿמᅟๅ

made corresponding amendments to its “Code on Securities

Ψڬ
ᅟๅΨڬe

Transactions by Directors of Listed Issuers” (the “Model Code”)
set out in Appendix 10 of the Listing Rules.
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̯ʔ̇ɰΉֺτԑАˮ݅cֺτԑɰ

During the period from 1st January 2006 to 30th June 2006,

ᆢႏΕɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ

pursuant to specific enquiries made with all directors, all

˂ɍɊˀ౨ංcяɰፓΨᅟๅΨڬe

directors confirmed that they met the standards of the Model
Code regarding the securities transactions by the directors
and the “Code on Securities Transactions” of the Company.

34

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

ল৻࿂߬

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Ɂ̵ྫྷ
RMB

Ꮺพᔾ

177,654,000

Sales
ᚬऩܛτɁᎶЌึС

86,738,000

Profit attributable to equity holders
ҰٖึСʗ

5.05

Earnings per share (cents)
ԑผۺᘪɺݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ؿɻ౨ٖࢠe
The Board of Directors has resolved not to declare any interim dividend in respect of the six months ended 30th
June 2006.
ࠖ ສพٖͫτࠉʔ̯̇ʔ̇ ԑผ

The Board of Directors (“the Board”) of Beijing Capital Land

ԑผֶԑᔑϊʔЗ̯ʔ̇ʥԯڃ

Ltd. (the “Company”) is pleased to announce the unaudited

ᙔʔ̯̇එ྆࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊ

consolidated results of the Company and its subsidiaries

ˀ˅ʒ˂̯౨ංࠗܘಋᐲֺ͚מτ

(collectively the “Group”) for the six months ended 30th June

ࠉʔ̇ᐲֺ͚ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڬɐ̟ஃ

2006 (the “Period”), which have been prepared in accordance

ڬɻޚᗐؿஃցϤᇁႇ̰ؿᄗ࣏၃พ

with the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The

ᐜe

Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock Exchange”)
(the “Listing Rules”).

̯ʔ̇ɀཌྷཌྷʒα˸α۹ল৻ంй̰ᄗ

The 2006 interim financial report of the Company has not

࣏cЎɰ̯ʔ̇ԑผʥᄗ࣏կࡗผᄗቇ

been audited but has been reviewed by the Audit Committee

ʥᆢႏϊɻ౨พᐜe

and the Board of the Company.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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ዟ͓ᄗቇంй

INDEPENDENT REVIEW REPORT

ߎࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇ԑผ

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF BEIJING CAPITAL LAND LTD.

כɻജɁ̵ͳਝഽ˫ι͓ؿɻ̔༅ٖͫ

(a sino-foreign joint venture joint stock limited company

τࠉʔ̇

incorporated in the People’s Republic of China)

ʵӰ

INTRODUCTION

ֺ̯ɰܘൔʔ̇͐ܞcᄗቇ38ϭ82ࠒֺ༗

We have been instructed by the Company to review the

ؿɻ౨ল৻ంйe

interim financial report of the Company set out on pages 38
to 82.

ԑʥ࣏ᅕΈϬɾஐͨ

RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTORS AND
AUDITORS

ࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇ᖬԴɐ̟ஃڬஃ

The Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock

ցcɻ౨ল৻ంйؿᇁԹଲࠗಋผ߮

Exchange of Hong Kong Limited requires the preparation of

ʔผཕЗࠗؿಋผ߮ๅڬ34໔ɻ౨ল৻ం

interim financial report to be in compliance with Hong Kong

йʥԯޚᗐஃցeԑྦྷɻ౨ল৻ంй߲

Accounting Standard 34 “Interim financial reporting” issued

ஐcϤంй͛ɰԑผғe

by the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants
and the relevant provisions thereof. The interim financial
report is the responsibility of, and has been approved by, the
directors.

ֺ̯ɾஐ࣓ͨܰኣᄗቇɾcྦྷɻ౨ল৻

It is our responsibility to form an independent conclusion,

ంйАˮԮዟ͓ሃcԎܘ๑ᔶʿֺԾᘪؿ

based on our review, on this interim financial report and to

Ꮆາ࣊ૈಁඩΉኬԑผంйcϊɾ̔

report our conclusion solely to you, as a body, in accordance

̯ంйПಲԯˢ͌ؿeֺ̯ɺผగ̯ంйؿ

with our agreed terms of engagement and for no other

ʑࢀΉͨЄԯˢɁɡ߲ɐֶֻኪͨЄஐͨe

purpose. We do not assume responsibility towards or accept
liability to any other person for the contents of this report.
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ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

ɰਨϷؿᄗቇɮА

REVIEW WORK PERFORMED

ֺ̯ɰܘ๑ࠗಋผ߮ʔผֺཕЗ࣏ؿᅕๅ

We conducted our review in accordance with Statement of

ڬ700໔ᄗቇɻ౨ল৻ంйؿາ͂൬Ϸᄗ

Auditing Standards 700 “Engagements to review interim

ቇɮАeᄗቇɮА˚߬˳ܢΉඑ྆ဳଉᄙА

financial reports” issued by the Hong Kong Institute of

ˮ݅cʥྦྷɻ౨ল৻ంй൬Ϸʗೡβc

Certified Public Accountants. A review consists principally of

ಳ࣓܃ኣിЅൔʔ̇ɾผ߮ܧ೪ʥеం

making enquiries of group management and applying

ʿβܰЯྵᎶ͂ɰ̊Аׄᚉڬ̔e

analytical procedures to the interim financial report and

ᄗቇɮАԎɺ˳ܢဟઁಡʥ࣏ᖬ༅ଐd߲

based thereon, assessing whether the accounting policies

ඦʥ͚מ೩ᄗ߮ೡβeͅכᄗቇؿᆲႩ༖

and presentation have been consistently applied unless

ᄗ߮ݯɩcొֺܨԜړؿᖬೡ۹༖ᄗ߮ݯ

otherwise disclosed. A review excludes audit procedures such

Гeΐϊcֺ̯ɺผྦྷɻ౨ল৻ంйೕٲᄗ

as tests of controls and verification of assets, liabilities and

߮෮Ӯe

transactions. It is substantially less in scope than an audit and
therefore provides a lower level of assurance than an audit.
Accordingly we do not express an audit opinion on the
interim financial report.

ᄗቇሃ

REVIEW CONCLUSION

ܘ๑ֺ̯ᄗቇؿcЎϊᄗቇԎɺАݯᄗ

On the basis of our review which does not constitute an audit,

߮ɾȹʗcֺ̯ԎಲೕଊͨЄΕ࿀ϭɀ

we are not aware of any material modifications that should

ཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ؿൔʔ̇ɻ౨

be made to the interim financial report of the Company for

ল৻ంйАˮࠇɣ࠳߯ɾԑඖe

the six months ended 30th June 2006.

ᖓМ̷ڻ༞ผ߮ԑ৻ֺ

PricewaterhouseCoopers

ਨพผ߮

Certified Public Accountants

ࠗಋcɀཌྷཌྷʒαɄ˂Ɋȹˀ

Hong Kong, 11th August 2006

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃༅ଐ߲ඦٲ

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
— UNAUDITED
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at
30th June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at
31st December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

5
5
5
6
7

1,604,861
2,201,909
2,123,501
300,925
289,970
20,736
87,792

1,619,465
794,105
1,691,846
153,448
291,792
20,736
59,586

8

112,577

211,666

6,742,271

4,842,644

14,289
129,310
2,694,763

13,687
222,741
1,295,865

1,348,551
27,470
1,080,410

1,766,838
27,470
1,889,534

5,294,793

5,216,135

ڃഽ
Note
༅ଐ

ASSETS

৽ݚڈ༅ଐ
ذพdᄥָஉௐ
ɠΔԚ͂ᚬ
ೕɻذพ
ͳઁԹྡྷ
ᐲᏪʔ̇
˿ˮਕল৻༅ଐ
Ⴎ֝ೢඖ༅ଐ
Ꮆνሏಁʥ
ԯˢᎶνಁඖ

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Land use rights
Properties under development
Jointly controlled entities
Associated companies
Available-for-sale financial assets
Deferred income tax assets
Trade and other receivables

----------------------------------------------------------৽ݚ༅ଐ
Φஒ
ۿˮਕɰໃιذพ
ۿˮਕೕɻذพ
Ꮆνሏಁʥ
ԯˢᎶνಁඖ
ᎶνೕɁಁඖ
ଊټʥႺϷΦಁ

Current assets
Inventories
Properties held for sale
Properties under development for sale
Trade and other receivables
8
Amount due from a promoter
Cash and bank balances

-----------------------------------------------------------

38

ᐢ༅ଐ

Total assets

ᚬऩ
̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁ
ᎶЌ༅̯ʥ
ௐɾᚬऩ
ٖ̯
ԯˢௐ
ړजึС
Ꮓࢠٖݢ

EQUITY
Capital and reserves
attributable to equity
holders of the Company
Share capital
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Proposed dividend

ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

Minority interests

ᐢᚬऩ

Total equity

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

9

12,037,064

10,058,779

1,715,960
621,984
276,125
—

1,715,960
621,984
189,387
85,798

2,614,069
854,694

2,613,129
572,338

3,468,763

3,185,467

-----------------------------------------------------------

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃༅ଐ߲ඦٲ

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
— UNAUDITED
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at
30th June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at
31st December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

4,703,538

4,218,136

11

1,852,169
228,431
9,422
124,741
400,000

1,175,123
345,890
9,422
174,741
—

11

1,250,000

950,000

3,864,763

2,655,176

ڃഽ
Note
߲ඦ
߲৽ݚڈඦ
ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ

LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Long-term bank loans

߲৽ݚඦ
Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥ
ԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ
Ꮆᖔೢಁ
Ꮆ˟ऋПٖࢠ
Ꮆ˟̴ʔ̇ಁඖ
౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ
ؿЩ౨ʗ

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

11

-----------------------------------------------------------

10
Tax payable
Special dividend payable
Amounts due to parent company
Short-term bank loans
Current portion of
long-term bank loans

----------------------------------------------------------ᐢ߲ඦ

Total liabilities

ᐢᚬऩʥ߲ඦ

Total equity and liabilities

৽ݚ༅ଐ૱ࠤ
ᐢ༅ଐಕ߲৽ݚඦ

8,568,301

6,873,312

----------------------------------------------------------12,037,064

10,058,779

Net current assets

1,430,030

2,560,959

Total assets less current liabilities

8,172,301

7,403,603

43ࠒԷ82ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע

The notes on pages 43 to 82 are an integral part of the

၃ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

unaudited condensed consolidated financial information.

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαɄ˂ɊȹˀᏵԑผғe

Approved by the Board of Directors on 11th August 2006.

ԑผˤٲ

On behalf of the Board

ඟܬඵ
ˤϷԑٽ

ࡌ߶
ԑ

Feng Chunqin

Tang Jun

(Acting Chairman)

Director

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ฌऩٲ

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT
— UNAUDITED

ڃഽ
Note

40

Ꮺพᔾ
ሻਕι̯

Sales
Cost of sales

ˉᑋþС

Gross (loss)/profit

ԯˢνऩ-૱ᔾ
ሻਕʥઐᄤι̯
ဳଉ͂

Other gains-net
Selling and marketing costs
Administrative expenses

ᏪึС

Operating profit

ጪ༅ι̯
ʗЌพᐜ
z ͳઁԹྡྷ
z ᐲᏪʔ̇

Finance costs
Share of profits less losses of
z Jointly controlled entities
z Associated companies

ೢکᑋฌþึС

(Loss)/profit before income tax

ֺೢ

Income tax

̯౨ึС

Profit for the period

ᎶЌึСi
̯ʔ̇ᚬऩܛτɁ
ʭᅕٖᚬऩ

Attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company
Minority interests

4

࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
2006
2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
RMB’000
177,654
(186,463)
(8,809)

12

14

15

249,103
(184,340)
64,763

105,897
(23,977)
(56,173)

36,412
(25,885)
(37,675)

16,938

37,615

(90,015)

(65,388)

5,381
29,627

9,123
45,803

(38,069)

27,153

92,555

(6,201)

54,486

20,952

86,738
(32,252)

15,704
5,248

54,486

20,952

ܘ౨̯ʔ̇ᚬऩ
ܛτɁᎶЌึС
့߮ؿҰٖึС
ਥ̯ᚫᑁ
Ɂ̵ྫྷʗ

Earnings per share for profit
attributable to the equity holders
of the Company during the period
(basic and diluted)
(RMB cents)

16

5.05

0.93

ɻ౨ٖࢠ

Interim dividends

17

—

—

43ࠒԷ82ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע

The notes on pages 43 to 82 are an integral part of the

၃ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

unaudited condensed consolidated financial information.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ଊݚټ൴ٲ

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW
STATEMENT — UNAUDITED
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
2006
2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
RMB’000

Ꮺ৽ݠɾଊټ३͂૱ᔾ
Net cash used in operating activities

(2,303,732)

(534,509)

ҙ༅৽ݠɾଊټ३͂૱ᔾ
Net cash used in investing activities

(50,550)

(68,061)

ጪ༅৽ݠɾଊݚټɃþ३͂૱ᔾ
Net cash from/(used in) financing activities

1,547,952

ଊټʥଊټ೩ძذɾಕʭڃഽ
Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (Note)

(806,330)

(18,088)
(620,658)

כȹ˂ȹˀɾଊټʥଊټ೩ძذ
Cash and cash equivalents at 1st January

1,864,284

1,879,135

כʒ˂ɍɊˀɾଊټʥଊټ೩ძذ
Cash and cash equivalents at 30th June

1,057,954

1,258,477

ڃഽi

Note:

ଊټʥଊټ೩ძܢ˳ذႺϷΦಁʥଊټcɺ˳ܢ

Cash and cash equivalents consist cash at bank and in hand. They

ՇࠉԹႺϷΦಁeՇࠉԹႺϷΦಁɰאАߗݯ

exclude restricted bank deposits. The restricted bank deposits have

ɳສพɁɡႺϷ్ܘ൘ಁኪړe

been pledged as security for certain mortgage loans to customers.

43ࠒԷ82ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע

The notes on pages 43 to 82 are an integral part of the

၃ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

unaudited condensed consolidated financial information.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ᚬऩᛰ৽ٲ

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN EQUITY — UNAUDITED
̯ʔٖ̇ᎶЌ
Attributable to the equity holders
of the Company
ٖ̯
Share
capital
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ԯˢௐ
Other
reserves
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ړजึС
Retained
earnings
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ʭᅕٖ
ᚬऩ
Minority
interests
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ᐢᔾ
Total
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

1,613,300

437,732

215,028

526,783

2,792,843

—

—

15,704

5,248

20,952

—

—

(120,117)

—

(120,117)

102,660

125,551

—

—

228,211

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
Balance at 30th June 2005

1,715,960

563,283

110,615

532,031

2,921,889

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀ
Balance at 1st January 2006

1,715,960

621,984

275,185

572,338

3,185,467

—

—

86,738

(32,252)

54,486

—

—

(85,798)

(5,000)

(90,798)

—

—

—

319,608

319,608

1,715,960

621,894

276,125

854,694

3,468,763

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαȹ˂ȹˀ
Balance at 1st January 2005
̯౨ึСʥᐢᆢႏνऩ
Profit and total recognised income for the period
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα̱౨ٖࢠ
2005 final dividend
Hٖਕ
Placement of H share

̯౨ึСþᑋฌʥᐢᆢႏνऩþᑋฌ
Profit/(loss) and total recognised income/(loss)
for the period
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα̱౨ٖࢠ
2005 final dividend
ʭᅕٖᚬऩᄈ˱ȹณᄈڃᙔʔ̇
Increase in minority interests as a result
of establishment of subsidiaries
ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
Balance at 30th June 2006
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43ࠒԷ82ࠒڃؿഽݯϊ̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע

The notes on pages 43 to 82 are an integral part of the

၃ল৻ࢠڌኬؿȹʗe

unaudited condensed consolidated financial information.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

1.

ʔ̇߇ౡ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
1.

GENERAL INFORMATION

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̯̇ʔ̇ݯ

Beijing Capital Land Ltd. (the “Company”) is a joint

ȹࡼכɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊɀ˂ʄˀΕɻജ

stock limited company established in the People’s

Ɂ̵ͳਝɻਝι͓ɾٖͫτࠉ

Republic of China (the “PRC” or “China”) on 5th

ʔ̇cАݯȹࡼΊࠖݯඑ྆ؿਝτ

December 2002 as a result of a reorganisation (the

ͬพݯΕࠗಋᐲֺ͚מτࠉʔ̇

“Reorganisation”) of a state-owned enterprise known

ᐲֺ͚˚̟ɐ̟Ϥ൬Ϸࠇୂ

as Capital Group in preparation for a listing of the

ࠇୂؿȹʗeכɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊ

Company’s shares on the Main Board of The Stock

ȹ˂ɀɊɄˀc̯ʔ̇Յݯɻ̔

Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock

༅ٖͫτࠉʔ̇ɾ༅ࣟe

Exchange”). The Company was granted the status of
sino-foreign joint venture joint stock limited company
on 28th November 2002.

̯ʔ̇˚߬พ৻ݯɠΔʥذพೕ

The Company is principally engaged in real estate

ذพҙ༅eڃᙔʔ̇߬˚ؿพ৻ݯΕ

development and investment. The subsidiaries are

ɻਝ൬Ϸذพೕࢄcҙ༅ʥৈ֙พ

mainly engaged in real estate development,

৻e̯ʔ̇ʥԯڃᙔʔ̇ီ̯ݯඑ

investment and hotel operations in the PRC. The

྆e̯ʔ̇ഽ˫Δэݯɻਝ˵ԕᕤܹ

Company and its subsidiaries are herein collectively

ਂٴႝɻ༏1໔501۩e

referred to as the “Group”. The address of the
Company’s registered office is Room 501, No.1, Yingbin
Zhong Road, Huairou District, Beijing, the PRC.

̯ʔ̇߬˚ٖͫؿΕᐲֺ͚ɐ̟e

The Company has its primary listing on the Stock
Exchange.

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

2.

ᇁԹਥᓣ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
2.

BASIS OF PREPARATION

̰ᄗ࣏ɾᓯע၃ɻ౨ল৻༅ࢿܰ

The unaudited condensed consolidated interim

ܘ๑ࠗಋผ߮ʔผཕЗɾࠗಋผ߮

financial information has been prepared in accordance

ๅڬ34໔ɻ౨ল৻ంйᇁԹe

with Hong Kong Accounting Standard (the “HKAS”) 34
“Interim Financial Reporting” issued by the Hong Kong
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

3.

ผ߮ܧ೪

3.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

ϊᓯע၃ল৻ࢠڌᎶɀཌྷཌྷʄα

The condensed consolidated financial information

α۹ল৻ంйȹቇᚾeᇁԹϊᓯע

should be read in conjunction with the 2005 annual

၃ɻ౨ল৻༅ࢿɾผ߮ܧ೪ʥ့߮

financial report. The accounting policies and methods

ʿؒၤᇁԹ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍ

of computation used in the preparation of the

Ɋȹˀ˅α۹ল৻ంֺٲઔّ͂ȹ

unaudited condensed consolidated interim financial

ߎe

information are consistent with those used in the
annual financial statements for the year ended 31st
December 2005.

˞Ɏณᄈๅڬdๅ˞߯ૈڬʥᘷכ

The following new standards, amendments to

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ˅ল

standards and interpretations are mandatory for

ܧα۹ઔ͂e

financial year ending 31st December 2006.

•

ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ19໔࠳߯c

Amendment to HKAS 19, “Actuarial gains and

ࡗါС၀့ޔᑋdඑވց

losses, group plans and disclosures”, effective for

ါСི߮ׄᚉcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒ

annual periods beginning on or after 1st

αȹ˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ

January 2006. The Group decided to retain its

́ࢽe̯එ࣓྆ኣԯࡗါС၀

former accounting policy regarding the

့ޔᑋؿᆢႏҺցړजԯࡈτผ

recognition of actuarial gains and losses;

߮ܧ೪e
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3.

ผ߮ܧ೪ᙩ
•

ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ39໔࠳߯c

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
3.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)
•

Amendment to HKAS 39, Amendment to “The

ʔ̡ࠤፕእcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ

fair value option”, effective for annual periods

˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́

beginning on or after 1st January 2006. This

ࢽe̯එ྆ॶਪܘ๑࠳߯ؿ܃ᅟ

amendment does not have any impact on the

ๅ˞ʔ̡ძࠤ߮൴˘ԯᛰ৽߮Ƀ

classification and valuation of the Group’s

ฌऩᆢցټጪɮԮؿʔ̡ࠤcϊ

financial instruments classified as at fair value

࠳߯ɺผᄧᚊ̯එ྆ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

through profit or loss prior to 1st January 2006

ȹ˂ȹˀټؿکጪɮԮܘؿ๑ʔ

as the Group is able to comply with the

̡ძࠤʗᗘЅძ˘ԯᛰ৽߮Ƀ

amended criteria for the designation of

ฌऩe

financial instruments at fair value through profit
and loss;

•

•

•

ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ21໔࠳߯c

•

Amendment to HKAS 21, Amendment to “Net

ࣵ̔พ৻ɾҙ༅૱ᔾcϬɀཌྷ

investment in a foreign operation”, effective for

ཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨

annual periods beginning on or after 1st

ංʑ́ࢽeϊ࠳߯ྦྷ̯එ྆ಲᄧ

January 2006. This amendment is not relevant

ᚊe

for the Group;

ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ39໔࠳߯c

•

Amendment to HKAS 39, Amendment to “Cash

ད߮එ྆ʑ͚מɾଊྦྷݚټ

flow hedge accounting of forecast intragroup

㜏ሏ͌୮ଉcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ

transactions”, effective for annual periods

˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́

beginning on or after 1st January 2006. This

ࢽeϊ࠳߯ྦྷ̯එ྆ಲᄧᚊe

amendment is not relevant for the Group;

ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ39໔ʥࠗಋল৻

•

Amendment to HK AS 39 and HKFRS 4,

ంйๅڬ4໔࠳߯cল৻ኪ

Amendment to “Financial guarantee contracts”,

ړcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹ

effective for annual periods beginning on or

ˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́ࢽeϊ

after 1st January 2006. This amendment is not

࠳߯ྦྷ̯එ྆ಲᄧᚊe

relevant for the Group;

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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3.

ผ߮ܧ೪ᙩ
•

ࠗಋল৻ంйๅڬ6໔cᘊଐ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
3.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)
•

HKFRS 6, “Exploration for and evaluation of

༅ৼؿЅძcϬɀཌྷཌྷ

mineral resources”, effective for annual periods

ʒαȹ˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ං

beginning on or after 1st January 2006. This

ʑ́ࢽeϊๅ̯ྦྷڬඑ྆ಲᄧ

standard is not relevant for the Group;

ᚊe
•

•

•
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ࠗಋਝল৻ంйᘷկࡗผ

•

HK(IFRIC) — Int 4, “Determining whether an

z ᘷ4໔cᔤցȹඖΪખܰ

arrangement contains a lease”, effective for

Я˳фै༉cϬɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ

annual periods beginning on or after 1st

˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́

January 2006. The Group has reviewed its

ࢽe̯එ྆ɰᄗቇȿe࣓

contracts. Some of them are required to be

ኣ ࠗ ಋ ผ ߮ ๅ  ڬ 17໔ cै

accounted for as leases in accordance with

༉cʗᎶͶैݯ༉

HKAS 17, “Leases”. However, these leases are

eЎܰcԒै༉ܰᏪै

operating leases, and their reclassification has

༉cϤ˘ԯࠇʗᗘྦྷ͂ؿᆢႏ

had no impact on the expense recognised in

Ԏಲᄧᚊe

respect of them;

ࠗಋਝল৻ంйᘷկࡗผ

•

HK(IFRIC) — Int 5, “Rights to interests arising

z ᘷ5໔cԔτ༜Аd

from decommissioning, restoration and

࠳నʥྊ࠳నਥֺټଐ́ᚬऩ

environmental rehabilitation funds”, effective

ɾᚬСcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹ

for annual periods beginning on or after 1st

ˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́ࢽeϊ

January 2006. This interpretation is not relevant

ᘷྦྷ̯එ྆ಲᄧᚊh

for the Group; and

ࠗಋਝল৻ంйᘷկࡗผ

•

HK(IFRIC) — Int 6, “Liabilities arising from

z ᘷ6໔cΐၤऋց̟

participating in a specific market — waste

ɾஐͨȹᄠࢿdཋɈʥཋɥஉ

electrical and electronic equipment”, effective

ௐcϬɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ȹˀ

for annual periods beginning on or after 1st

ֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́ࢽeϊ

December 2006. This interpretation is not

ᘷྦྷ̯එ྆ಲᄧᚊe

relevant for the Group.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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3.

ผ߮ܧ೪ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
3.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)

˞Ɏณๅڬd࠳߯˞ʥᘷɰʔ

The following new standards, amendments to

ЗcЎɀཌྷཌྷʒά̰ࢽ˘̯එ྆Ԏ

standards and interpretations have been issued but

̰ొکઔ͂e

are not effective for 2006 and have not been early
adopted by the Group:

•

ࠗಋਝল৻ంйᘷկࡗผ

•

HK(IFRIC) — Int 7, “Applying the Restatement

z ᘷ7໔cઔ࣓͂ኣࠗಋผ

Approach under HKFRS 29”, effective for annual

߮ๅڬ29໔ɾࠇͶ୮ଉؒc

periods beginning on or after 1st March 2006.

Ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαɍ˂ȹˀֶɾ܃

Management does not expect the

նؿ౨ංʑ́ࢽeဳଉᄙད౨

interpretation to be relevant for the Group;

ᘷɺผᄧᚊ̯එ྆e
•

ࠗಋਝল৻ంйᘷկࡗผ

•

HK(IFRIC) — Int 8, “Scope of HKFRS 2”, effective

z ᘷ8໔cࠗಋল৻ంйๅ

for annual periods beginning on or after 1st

ڬ2໔ؿᆲcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒα

May 2006. Management is currently assessing

ʄ˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́

the impact of HK(IFRIC) — Int 8 on the Group’s

ࢽeဳଉᄙ̳ΕിЅᘷྦྷ̯

operations;

එ྆༜Ꮺؿᄧᚊe
•

ࠗಋਝল৻ంйᘷկࡗผ

•

HK(IFRIC) — Int 9, “Reassessment of Embedded

z ᘷ9໔cఘɃߪ́ɮԮʹ

Derivatives”, effective for annual periods

ിЅcϬɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ȹˀ

beginning on or after 1st June 2006.

ֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́ࢽe̯එ

Management believes that this interpretation

྆ɰ༜͂ᘷࡈؿଉിЅఘ

should not have a significant impact on the

Ƀߪ́ɮԮܰЯᎶʗͶcဳଉ

reassessment of embedded derivatives as the

ᄙڌޚᘷɺผྦྷఘɃߪ́ɮ

Group has already assessed if embedded

ԮʹؿിЅτࠇɣᄧᚊh

derivative should be separated using principles
consistent with HK(IFRIC) — Int 9; and

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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3.

ผ߮ܧ೪ᙩ
•

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
3.

ࠗಋল৻ంйๅڬ7໔cټጪ

ACCOUNTING POLICIES (Continued)
•

HKFRS 7, “Financial instruments: Disclosures”,

ɮԮiׄᚉcϬɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ

effective for annual periods beginning on or

˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ́

after 1st January 2007. HKAS 1, “Amendments

ࢽ e ࠗ ಋ ผ ߮ ๅ  ڬ 1 ໔࠳

to capital disclosures”, effective for annual

߯c༅̯ׄᚉcϬɀཌྷཌྷȼ

periods beginning on or after 1st January 2007.

αȹ˂ȹˀֶɾ܃նؿ౨ංʑ

The Group has assessed the impact of HKFRS 7

́ࢽe̯එ྆ിЅȿࠗಋল৻ం

and the amendment to HKAS 1 and concluded

йๅڬ7໔ࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ

that the main additional disclosures will be the

1໔࠳ ߯ ؿᄧ ᚊ c Ԏ  ˮ 

sensitivity analysis to market risk and capital

ሃc࣓ኣࠗಋผ߮ๅڬ1໔࠳

disclosures required by the amendment of

߯c˚߬ؿณᄈׄᚉੀࣹʥ̟

HKAS 1. The Group will apply HKFRS 7 and the

ࠓ፮༅̯ׄᚉؿણ۹ʗ

amendment to HKAS 1 from annual periods

e̯එ྆ੀɀཌྷཌྷȼαȹ˂

beginning 1st January 2007.

ȹˀઔ͂ࠗಋল৻ంйๅڬ
7໔  ࠗ ಋ ผ ߮ ๅ  ڬ 1໔࠳
߯e

4.

ʗ༅ࢿ
(a)

4.

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ

SEGMENT INFORMATION
(a)

Primary reporting segments — business
segments

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀcඑ

At 30th June 2006, the Group is organised into

྆כɻਝᏪ˚߬พ৻ʗi

two main business segments:

(1)

ذพʥɠΔԚ͂ᚬሻਕh

(1)

ʥ
(2)
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ৈ֙พ৻e

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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Sales of properties and land use rights;
and

(2)

Hotel operations.

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(a)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ

ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(a)

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ

The segment results for the six months ended

˂౨ංؿʗพᐜͶ͐ΣɎi

30th June 2006 are as follows:

Ꮺพᔾ
Sales
ʗพᐜ
Segment results

ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
Properties and
land use rights sales
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ৈ֙พ৻
Hotel
operations
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

එ྆
Group
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

88,772

88,882

177,654

(56,384)

(23,812)

(80,196)

̰ʗ૱νऩ
Net unallocated gains
СࢠνɃ
Interest income
ᏪึС
Operating profit
ጪ༅ι̯
Finance costs
ʗЌพᐜ
Share of profits less losses of
ͳઁԹྡྷ
Jointly controlled entities
ᐲᏪʔ̇
Associated companies
ֺೢ
Income tax
̯౨ึС
Profit for the period

58,004
39,130
16,938
(90,015)

5,381

—

5,381

29,627

—

29,627
92,555
54,486

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(a)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ

ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(a)

Primary reportable segments — business
segments (Continued)

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ

The segment results for the six months ended

˂౨ංؿʗพᐜͶ͐ΣɎi

30th June 2005 are as follows:

Ꮺพᔾ
Sales
ʗพᐜ
Segment results

ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
Properties and
land use rights sales
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ৈ֙พ৻
Hotel
operations
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

එ྆
Group
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

208,798

40,305

249,103

40,095

(12,530)

27,565

̰ʗؿι̯
Unallocated costs
СࢠνɃ
Interest income
ᏪึС
Operating profit
ጪ༅ι̯
Finance costs
ʗЌพᐜ
Share of profits less losses of
ͳઁԹྡྷ
Jointly controlled entities
ᐲᏪʔ̇
Associated companies
ֺೢ
Income tax
̯౨ึС
Profit for the period

50
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(25,328)
35,378
37,615
(65,388)

9,123

—

9,123

45,803

—

45,803
(6,201)
20,952

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(a)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ
ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(a)

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

̰ʗ૱νऩͬܞพνऩಕ˾ͬ
พʻḛʗι̯ͬܞพ
ʻe

Net unallocated gains represent corporate
income minus corporate expenses. And
unallo cated costs represent corporate
expenses.

ʗංಲࠇɣሻਕʥͬพพ৻֡
Ԟe

There are no material sales or other transactions
between the business segments.

ԯˢ˳фכฌऩؿٲʗพᐜ༅
ΣɎi

Other segment terms included in the income
statement are as follows:
࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June 2006
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
ৈ֙พ৻
Properties and
Hotel
එ྆
land use rights sales
operations
Group
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
RMB’000
RMB’000

җᓿ
Depreciation
ᚫሻ
Amortisation
ొᅆвሏๅௐ
Provision for impairment
of receivables

1,817

39,106

40,923

5,370

1,192

6,562

3,498

—

3,498

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June 2005
ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
ৈ֙พ৻
Properties and
Hotel
එ྆
land use rights sales
operations
Group
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
RMB’000
RMB’000
җᓿ
Depreciation
ᚫሻ
Amortisation
ҿΑвሏๅௐ
Reversal of provision
for impairment of receivables

893

12,044

12,937

7,000

1,110

8,110

(3,000)

—

(3,000)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαɻ౨ంй
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4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(a)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ

ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(a)

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿʗ

The segment assets and liabilities at 30th June

༅ଐ߲ඦ˞ʥ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒα

2006 and capital expenditure for the six months

ʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ؿ༅̯ʻ

ended 30th June 2006 are as follows:

Ͷ͐ΣɎi

ʗ༅ଐ
Segment assets
ͳઁԹྡྷ
Jointly controlled entities
ᐲᏪʔ̇
Associated companies
̰ʗ༅ଐ
Unallocated assets

ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
Properties and
land use rights sales
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ৈ֙พ৻
Hotel
operations
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

එ྆
Group
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

9,471,021

1,688,084

11,159,105

300,925

—

300,925

289,970

—

289,970
287,064

ᐢ༅ଐ
Total assets
ʗ߲ඦ
Segment liabilities
̰ʗ߲ඦ
Unallocated liabilities

12,037,064

7,175,630

978,222

414,449

ᐢ߲ඦ
Total liabilities
༅̯ʻ
Capital expenditure
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8,153,852

8,568,301

2,702,900

22,146

2,725,046

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(a)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ

ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(a)

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

כɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀؿ

The segment assets and liabilities at 31st

ʗ༅ଐ߲ඦ˞ʥ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ

December 2005 and capital expenditure for the

ʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ؿ༅̯

six months ended 30th June 2005 are as follows:

ʻͶ͐ΣɎi

ʗ༅ଐ
Segment assets
ͳઁԹྡྷ
Jointly controlled entities
ᐲᏪʔ̇
Associated companies
̰ʗ༅ଐ
Unallocated assets

ذพʥɠΔ
Ԛ͂ᚬሻਕ
Properties and
land use rights sales
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ৈ֙พ৻
Hotel
operations
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

එ྆
Group
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

7,778,438

1,662,668

9,441,106

153,448

—

153,448

291,792

—

291,792
172,433

ᐢ༅ଐ
Total assets
ʗ߲ඦ
Segment liabilities
̰ʗ߲ඦ
Unallocated liabilities

10,058,779

5,011,108

1,273,170

589,034

ᐢ߲ඦ
Total liabilities
༅̯ʻ
Capital expenditure

6,284,278

6,873,312

576,802

71,284

648,086
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4.

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(a)

˚߬ʗంйѼβzzพ৻ʗ

ᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(a)

Primary reporting segments — business
segments (Continued)

ʗ༅ଐ˚߬˳ذܢพdᄥָ

Segment assets consist primarily of property,

உௐdɠΔԚ͂ᚬdೕɻذ

plant and equipment, land use rights, properties

พd˿ˮਕল৻༅ଐdΦஒdۿ

under development, available-for-sale financial

ˮਕɰໃιذพdۿˮਕೕɻ

assets, inventories, properties held for sale,

ذพdᎶνಁඖ˞ʥᏪพ༅ټe

proper ties under development for sale,

ɺ˳ܢႮ֝ೢඖ༅ଐdͳ༅ଐ

receivables and operating cash. They exclude

˞ʥྦྷͳઁԹྡྷᐲᏪʔ̇

deferred income tax assets, corporate assets,

ؿҙ༅e

investments in jointly controlled entities and
associated companies.

ʗ߲ඦ˳ܢᏪ߲ඦcɺ˳ܢ

S egment liabilities comprise operating

ᎶᖔೢಁᎶ˟ٖСe

liabilities. They exclude items such as tax
payable and dividend payable.
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༅̯ʻ˳ذܢพdᄥָஉ

Capital expenditure comprises additions to

ௐdɠΔԚ͂ᚬؿᄈ˱˞ʥೕ

property, plant and equipment, land use rights

ɻذพۺؿஉe

and properties under development.
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4.

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(b)

4.

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)

ω߬ʗంйѼβzzΔਂʗ

(b)

Secondary reporting format — geographical
segments

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ

The sales and capital expenditure for the six

˂ؿᏪพᔾ༅̯ʻ˞ʥכ

months ended 30th June 2006 and the total

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿΔਂʗ

segment assets at 30th June 2006, by

༅ଐͶ͐ΣɎi

geographical segments are as follows:

Beijing

Tianjin

Shanxi

Shaanxi

Chengdu

Jiangsu Hong Kong

Group

˵ԕ

ʨݛ

ɬϹ

Ϲ

ι

ϐᘣ

ࠗಋ

̯එ྆

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ꮺพᔾ
Sales

177,645

—

—

—

—

—

—

177,654

2,252,987

141,164

1,114

—

127,526

202,255

—

2,725,046

10,335,191

463,882

342,057

24,216

287,036

214,053

370,629

12,037,064

༅̯ʻ
Capital expenditure
ʗ༅ଐ
Segment assets
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4.

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

ʗ༅ࢿᙩ
(b)

4.

ω߬ʗంйѼβzzΔਂʗ

SEGMENT INFORMATION (Continued)
(b)

ᙩ

Secondary reporting format — geographical
segments (Continued)

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ

The sales and capital expenditure for the six

˂ؿᏪพᔾ༅̯ʻ˞ʥכ

months ended 30th June 2005 and the total

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀؿΔ

segment assets at 31st December 2005 by

ਂʗ༅ଐͶ͐ΣɎi

geographical segments are as follows:
Beijing

Tianjin

Shanxi

Shaanxi Hong Kong

Group

˵ԕ

ʨݛ

ɬϹ

Ϲ

ࠗಋ

̯එ྆

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

RMB’000

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ꮺพᔾ
Sales

249,103

—

—

—

—

249,103

648,086

—

—

—

—

648,086

9,377,287

280,209

330,150

24,216

46,917

10,058,779

༅̯ʻ
Capital expenditure
ʗ༅ଐ
Segment assets
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5.

༅̯ʻ

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀ૱ࠤ
Opening net book amount as at 1st January 2006
ສ
Additions
νᑪڃᙔʔ̇
Acquisition of a subsidiary
୮ສ
Disposals
ᔝˮϭۿˮਕೕɻذพ
Transfer to properties under development for sale
җᓿʥᚫሻ
Depreciation/amortisation charge
ɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ૱ࠤ
Closing net book amount as at 30th June 2006
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαȹ˂ȹˀ૱ࠤ
Opening net book amount as at 1st January 2005
ສ
Additions
୮ສ
Disposals
ᔝˮϭۿˮਕೕɻذพ
Transfer to properties under development for sale
җᓿʥᚫሻ
Depreciation/amortisation charge
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ૱ࠤ
Closing net book amount as at 30th June 2005

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
5.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
ذพdᄥָ
உௐ
Property, plant
and equipment
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɠΔԚ͂ᚬ
Land
use rights
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ೕɻذพ
Properties
under
development
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

1,619,465

794,105

1,691,846

26,308

1,620,666

1,078,072

20

—

—

(9)

—

—

—
(40,923)

(208,826)
(4,036)

(646,417)
—

1,604,861

2,201,909

2,123,501

1,501,415

727,538

1,696,614

71,903

136,707

439,476

—

—

(2,442)
—
(12,937)

1,557,939

(43,518)

(49,157)

(6,010)

—

814,717

2,086,933
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6.

ͳઁԹྡྷ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
6.

༅Ꮺͬพ
Equity jointly controlled entities
ᎶЌ૱༅ଐcڈɐ̟
Group’s share of net assets, unlisted
АᏪͬพ
Cooperative jointly controlled entities
ᎶЌ૱༅ଐcڈɐ̟
Group’s share of net assets, unlisted

7.

ᐲᏪʔ̇

ᎶЌ૱༅ଐ
Group’s share of net assets
z ɐ̟
Listed
z ڈɐ̟
Unlisted
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ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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7.

JOINTLY CONTROLLED ENTITIES
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

235,746

80,950

65,179

72,498

300,925

153,448

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

68,550

93,993

221,420

197,799

289,970

291,792

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

8.

ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
8.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Ꮆνሏಁ
Trade receivables
ಕiвሏๅௐ
Less: provisions for impairment of receivables
Ꮆνሏಁ z ૱ᔾ
Trade receivables — net
ټܘʥད˟ሏಁ
Deposits and advances to suppliers
ԯˢᎶνಁඖ z ૱ᔾ
Other receivables — net
ད˟ೢಁ
Tax prepayments
ԯˢད˟ಁඖ
Other prepayments
ᎶνͳઁԹྡྷಁඖ
Amounts due from jointly controlled entities
ᎶνᐲᏪʔ̇ಁඖ
Amounts due from associated companies
Ꮆνӡڃᙔʔ̇ಁඖ
Amounts due from fellow subsidiaries
Ꮆνڃᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖಁඖ
Amount due from minority shareholder of a subsidiary

ಕ৽ݚڈʗi
Less non-current portion:
ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖÐ૱ᔾ
Trade and other receivables — net
৽ݚʗ
Current portion

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

412,573

443,238

(205)

(386)

412,368

442,852

25,727

132,011

176,310

361,348

96,226

52,577

155,728

7,710

495,859

610,001

2,921

186,919

6,142

55,239

89,847

129,847

1,461,128

1,978,504

(112,577)

1,348,551

(211,666)

1,766,838
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8.

ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖᙩ
כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˞ʥɀཌྷཌྷ
ʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcᎶνሏಁɾሏ
ᙍʗΣɎi

ɍ˂˞ʑ
Within three months
ɍ˂ϭ˸α
Over three months and within half year
˸αϭȹα
Over half year and within one year
ȹα˞ɐ
Over one year
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NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
8.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES (Continued)
At 30th June 2006 and 31st December 2005, the
ageing analysis of the trade receivables is as follows:
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

13,423

262,656

54,729

7,491

219,071

2,987

125,350

170,104

412,573

443,238

ྦྷכሏᙍɣכȹαؿᎶνሏಁc˚߬
ܰֆ̰Է༠ցؿνಁ౨ࠉؿɣ
ᔾᄘΥᅢʥɰೕɠΔሻਕಁe

Amounts receivable outstanding for more than one
year are mainly sales of office building units in bulk
and large pieces of developed land.

ذพɠΔԚ͂ᚬሻਕɻʀ۪ʸɾ
ڌ൘౨ࠉܘɺɾൕሒϤ͓߯e
̯එ྆ɾᚋ۪ᅕ͌ଠΛ˘ʗౙcܨɺ
ΦΕඑɻࠓ͂ڌؿ፮e

The credit terms in connection with sales of properties
and land use rights granted to the customers are set
out in the sale and purchase agreements and vary from
agreements. There is no concentration of credit risk
with respect to trade receivables, as the Group has a
large number of diversified customers.

ᎶνͳઁԹྡྷؿಁඖಲאcܘ
̟Сଅ߮ࢠe

The amounts due from jointly controlled entities are
unsecured, and carry interest at prevailing market rate.

ᎶνᐲᏪʔ̇ؿಁඖಲאdЛࢠɀ
ཌྷཌྷʄαiಲאd̟ܘСଅ߮
ࢠe

The amounts due from associated companies are
unsecured and interest free (2005: unsecured, and
carry interest at prevailing market rate).

Ꮆνڃᙔʔ̇ؿʭᅕٖӡڃᙔ
ʔ̇ؿಁඖяಲאdЛࢠe

The amounts due from a minority shareholder of a
subsidiary and fellow subsidiaries are unsecured and
interest free.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
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9.

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

ٖ̯

9.

SHARE CAPITAL

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ʑ༅ٖٖᅕ
Number of
domestic share of
RMB1 each

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ڈHٖ̔༅ٖٖᅕ
Number of non-H
foreign shares of
RMB1 each

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
Hٖٖᅕ
Number of H
shares of
RMB1 each

Ұٖ
Ɂ̵ྫྷ1ʏؿ
ٖᅕ߮
Total number of
shares of
RMB1 each

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

690,671,700

357,998,300

564,630,000

1,613,300,000

1,613,300

(10,266,000)

—

112,926,000

102,660,000

102,660

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th June 2005

680,405,700

357,998,300

677,556,000

1,715,960,000

1,715,960

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀʥ
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 1st January and
30th June 2006

680,405,700

357,998,300

677,556,000

1,715,960,000

1,715,960

ɰೕϷʥᖔӷٖ̯
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαȹ˂ȹˀ
Registered, issued and fully paid:
As at 1st January 2005
Hٖਕ
Placement of H shares
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10.

Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
10.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

36,913

32,914

978,517

428,186

55,140

28,980

259,595

345,547

1,000

—

255,505

93,970

265,499

245,526

1,852,169

1,175,123

Ꮆ˟ሏಁ
Trade payables
དνሏಁ
Advances from customers
Ꮆ˟ٖС
Dividends payable
Ꮆ߮ۺዾ͂
Accrued construction costs
Ꮆ˟ӡڃᙔʔ̇ಁඖ
Amounts due to fellow subsidiaries
Ꮆ˟ڃᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖಁඖ
Amounts due to minority shareholders of subsidiaries
ԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ
Other payables
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כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀʥɀཌྷཌྷʄ

As at 30th June 2006 and 31st December 2005, the

αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcᎶ˟ڃᙔʔ̇ɾ

amounts due to minority shareholders of subsidiaries

ʭᅕٖؿಁඖಲאc̟ܘСଅ

are unsecured and carry interest at prevailing market

߮ࢠe

rate.

Ꮆ˟ӡڃᙔʔ̇ؿಁඖяಲאd

The amounts due to fellow subsidiaries are unsecured

Лࢠe

and interest free.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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10.

Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
10.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES (Continued)

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˞ʥɀཌྷཌྷ

At 30th June 2006 and 31st December 2005, the

ʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcᎶ˟ሏಁɾሏ

ageing analysis of the trade payables is as follows:

ᙍʗΣɎi

˸α˞ʑ
Within half year
˸αϭȹα
Over half year and within one year
ȹα˞ɐ
Over one year

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

24,442

32,115

11,769

766

702

33

36,913

32,914
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11.

ႺϷ൘ಁ

ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁcɁ̵ྫྷ
Long-term bank loans, in RMB
— τא
— secured
— ಲא
— unsecured

৽ݚʗ
Current portion

11.

BANK LOANS
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

4,853,538

4,468,136

1,100,000

700,000

5,953,538

5,168,136

(1,250,000)

(950,000)

4,703,538

4,218,136

400,000

—

ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁؿЩ౨ʗ
Current portion of long-term bank loans

1,250,000

950,000

ႺϷ൘ಁ߮
Total bank loans

6,353,538

5,168,136

౨ႺϷ൘ಁcɁ̵ྫྷ
Short-term bank loans, in RMB
— ಲא
— unsecured
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NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
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11.

ႺϷ൘ಁᙩ
ႺϷ൘ಁᛰ৽ʗΣɎi

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
11.

BANK LOANS (Continued)
Movements in bank loans are analysed as follows:

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
כɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂ȹˀᔾ
Opening amount as at 1st January 2006

5,168,136

ʻՅณႺϷ൘ಁ
New bank loans raised

1,300,000

ᑹႺϷ൘ಁ
Repayment of bank loans

(114,598)

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀᔾ
Closing amount as at 30th June 2006

6,353,538

כɀཌྷཌྷʄαȹ˂ȹˀᔾ
Opening amount as at 1st January 2005

4,226,251

ʻՅณႺϷ൘ಁ
New bank loans raised

2,358,610

ᑹႺϷ൘ಁ
Repayment of bank loans

(2,206,000)

כɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀᔾ
Closing amount as at 30th June 2005

4,378,861
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11.

ႺϷ൘ಁᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
11.

BANK LOANS (Continued)
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ʒ˂ɍɊˀ
As at 30th
June 2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ
As at 31st
December 2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

1,650,000

950,000

1,161,432

676,030

242,106

742,106

3,300,000

2,800,000

6,353,538

5,168,136

ႺϷ൘ಁ˞כɎ౨ංᑹi
The maturity of the bank loans is as follows:
ȹα˞ʑ
Within 1 year
ȹϭԭα
Between 1 and 2 years
ԭϭʄα
Between 2 and 5 years
ʄα˞ɐ
Over 5 years

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀcႺϷ൘ಁ

The effective interests rate at the balance sheet date

ؿαСଅʍ˝4.99%ϭ5.85%ɾංɀཌྷ

were ranged from 4.99% to 5.85% (31st December

ཌྷ ʄ α Ɋ ɀ ˂ ɍ Ɋ ȹ ˀ i 4.03%ϭ

2005: 4.03% to 5.85%) per annum.

5.85%e
כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀcτؿא

As at 30th June 2006, included in the secured

ٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁɻcɁ̵ྫྷ4,500,000,000

long-term bank loans, RMB4,500,000,000 (31st

ʏɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵

December 2005: RMB4,000,000,000) were secured by

ྫྷ4,000,000,000ʏ˞̯එ྆ʗذพ

rights to yield on certain land (income from the sale

ɾɠΔνऩᚬ̯එ྆ᔝᜑ೩ɠΔֶ

of land and other income obtained from the utilisation

˞ԯˢʿβС͂೩ɠΔᏵؿνऩ

of the related lands); RMB353,537,618 (31st December

АݯሔhɁ̵ྫྷ353,537,618ʏɀཌྷ

2005: RMB468,136,000) were secured by the land use

ཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ

rights of a subsidiary of the Company.

468,136,000ʏ˞̯ʔ̇ȹڃᙔʔ̇ɾ
ɠΔԚ͂ᚬАאݯe
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ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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12.

ԯˢνऩz૱ᔾ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
12.

OTHER GAINS-NET
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα

2006

2005

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

RMB’000

RMB’000

39,130

35,378

СࢠνɃ
Interest income
ٖᚬʗສҝࠎ͂ڃഽ a
Loss on share restructure (note a)

(30,053)

—

(30,000)

—

127,480

—

ɥʔ̇ᖔढ़ؿɠΔᄈࠤೢڃഽ b
LAT of a subsidiary (note b)
߲ਆᙷڃഽ c
Negative goodwill (note c)
ԯˢ
Others

(660)
105,897

ڃഽi
(a)

1,034
36,412

Notes:
ɀཌྷཌྷʒαȹ˂Ɋɀˀ̯ʔ̇ɾᐲ

(a)

On 12th January 2006, Super Shine Company Limited

Ꮺʔ̇ᄤϹඈٖͮͫτࠉʔ̇ඈ

(“Super Shine”), an associated company of the

ٖͮͫѧιٖᚬʗສҝࠎԎѧι

Company, completed its share structure reform and

ٖᚬᛰҡতcݚٖٖҰ10ٖ

registration of change in share. It issues 3.3 shares

Ᏽᖲ3.3ٖc̯ʔ̇Аݚڈݯٖٖ

f o r e ve r y 1 0 s h a re s o w n e d t o c i r c u l a t i n g

cɰʻ˟9,305,917ٖͫݚٖ

shareholders. As a non-circulating shareholder, the

ٖcֺʻ˟ٖͫؿძࠤɁ̵ྫྷ

Company has disbursed 9,305,917 shares to

30,053,000ʏ߮Ƀ̯ʔ̇ԯˢνɃɻ

circulating shareholders. The total amount of

ٖؿᚬʗສҝࠎ͂e

RMB30,053,000 is recorded as loss on share
restructure.
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12.

ԯˢνऩz૱ᔾᙩ
(b)

כɀཌྷཌྷɍαcΕ̯ʔ̇ࠇୂʥɐ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
12.

OTHER GAINS-NET (Continued)
(b)

In 2003, upon the reorganisation and the listing of

̟༦ೡɻcೕɁ̯כඑ͓྆߯ೢ

the Company, a deed of tax indemnity has been

ඖላړᖬۖcኣϊcೕɁֻ

entered into between the Promoters and the Group

ጻcగԯɻ˳ܢˮਕ̯එ྆࿀ϭ

whereby the Promoters undertake to indemnify the

ɀཌྷཌྷɍα̒˂ɍɊˀɰΦΕذؿ

Group in respect of, inter alia, all LAT payable in

พኒߎֺؿτᎶᖔढ़ɠΔᄈࠤೢላ

consequence of the disposal of the Group’s existing

̯එ྆e

properties as at 30th April 2003.

˞֡α۹cԑႏ̯ݯඑ྆અᏵೢ

In previous years, no provision for LAT had been

৻ዀ࿚ೕˮ߬ұᖔढ़ɠΔᄈࠤೢ

made as the directors considered that the Group was

ֲॶ˿ؿكɺɣcܨԎ̰АˮɠΔ

unlikely to receive demands from the tax authorities

ᄈࠤೢᅆௐeΣ˞֡еంc࿀ϭɀ

for payment of LAT up to the years ended 31st

ཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀcכκ

December 2004 which would otherwise have

ֺຝؿޘᅶΕֺೢ܃c̯එ྆ᅶ

accumulated to approximately RMB156,184,000

ΕؿᎶ˟ɠΔᄈࠤೢͳ߮Ɂ̵ྫྷ

attributable to the Group as previously reported.

156,184,000ʏe
כɀཌྷཌྷʄαʥɀཌྷཌྷʒαc̯එ

In 2005 and 2006, the Group has received certain

྆અᏵτᗐೢ৻ዀ࿚గʗඖ͌߬

demands from the tax authorities regarding the

ұᖔढ़ɠΔᄈࠤೢؿكcԑ࣓

payment of L AT. Accordingly, the direc tors

ኣ̯ʔ̇ྦྷɠΔᄈࠤೢᖔढ़τᗐ߬

reconsidered and provided the LAT exposure based

ұؿᐃcࠇณЅ߮ԎᅆௐȿɠΔ

on their latest understanding of LAT regulations

ᄈࠤೢcκຝֺؿޘೢ܃cੀ

from tax authorities. The whole amount after netting

ͅೕɁʀ˞ላe

o f f p o t e n t i a l i n co m e t a x s av i n g wo u l d b e
compensated by a promoter.

(c)
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̯౨ʑ̯ʔ̇ᆢႏΐνᑪȹංڃᙔ

(c)

The Company recognised a negative goodwill of

ʔ̇˵ԕࣵᐲҙ༅ೕࢄτࠉʔ

RMB127,480,000 resulting from the acquisition of a

̇ Ѽ ι ߲ ਆ ᙷ Ɂ ̵ ྫྷ 127,480,000

subsidiary known as Beijing East Ocean United

ʏe

Investment Co., Ltd.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
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13.

ֲܘሔͶ͐ɾ͂

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
13.

˳ф˚כᏪพ৻ι̯dᏪพ͂ဳ
ଉ͂ɻؿ͂ʗΣɎi

EXPENSES BY NATURE
Expenses included in cost of sales, selling and
marketing costs and administrative expenses are
analysed as follows:
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα

2006

2005

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

RMB’000

RMB’000

40,923

12,937

6,562

8,110

3,498

(3,000)

19,960

20,964

6,821

4,916

84,352

139,513

54,602

31,588

җᓿ
Depreciation
ᚫሻ
Amortisation
ొᅆþҿΑвሏๅௐ
Provision for/(Reversal of provision for)
impairment of receivables
ࡗɮ༅ʥါС
Employee benefit expense
ᄤй͂
Advertising costs
Φஒʥۿˮਕɰໃιذพሻਕι̯
Cost of inventories and properties held for sale sold
ৈ֙พ৻ɾقઅι̯
Direct costs arising from hotel operations
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14.

ጪ༅ι̯

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
14.

FINANCE COSTS
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
2006
2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
RMB’000

כʄαʑͲᑹႺϷ൘ಁСࢠ
Interest on bank loans, wholly repayable within five years
ˇכʄαʑͲᑹႺϷ൘ಁСࢠ
Interest on bank loans, not wholly repayable within five years
כʄαʑͲᑹڃؿᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖࠥಁСࢠ
Interest on amounts due to minority shareholders of
subsidiaries, wholly repayable within five years

ಕiೕɻذพʥΕۺɮೡؿ༅̯ʝټᔾ
Less: Amount capitalised in properties under
GHYHORSPHQWDQGFRQVWUXFWLRQLQSURJUHVV

15.

ֺೢ

78,456

55,264

26,122

5,473

2,615

159,048

107,193

(69,033)

(41,805)

90,015

65,388

INCOME TAX

̯එ̯྆כ౨ංԎಲͨЄࠗಋᎶᇾೢ

No provision for Hong Kong profits tax has been made

ึСcܨԎಲొՅͨЄࠗಋСೢๅ

as the Group has no assessable profits in Hong Kong

ௐ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ

for the six months ended 30th June 2006 (six months

˂iಲeɻਝֺೢ࣓ܰኣɻਝޚᗐ

ended 30th June 2005: nil). PRC income tax is

ؒ܁ʥؒஃ့߮eሬֺ͂ೢଅݯ33%

computed according to the relevant laws and

࿀ϭɀ ཌྷཌྷʄ αʒ˂ ɍɊˀ ˅ʒ

regulations in the PRC. The applicable income tax rate

˂i33%e
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98,311

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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is 33% (six months ended 30th June 2005: 33%).
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15.

ֺೢᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
15.

INCOME TAX (Continued)
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
2006
2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000
RMB’000

ɻਝֺೢ
PRC income tax
˞کα۹Λ߮ొᔝΑ
Overprovision in prior years
Ⴎ֝ೢಁ
Deferred income tax

16.

ҰٖึСਥ̯ᚫᑁ

2,553

16.

18,667

(66,902)

—

(28,206)

(12,466)

(92,555)

6,201

EARNINGS PER SHARE (BASIC AND DILUTED)

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀؿҰٖਥ

The calculation of basic earnings per share is based

̯ึС࣓ܰኣ̯එٖ྆ؿᎶЌึС

on the Group’s profit attributable to equity holders of

ݯɁ̵ྫྷ86,738,000ʏ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷ

the Company of RMB86,738,000 (six months ended

ʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂iɁ̵ྫྷ

30th June 2005: RMB15,704,000) for the six months

15,704,000ʏ̯౨ංʑ˱ؿᚬ̡я

ended 30th June 2006 and the weighted average

ɰೕϷٖᅕ1,715,960,000့ٖ߮࿀ϭ

number of 1,715,960,000 shares (six months ended

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂i

30th June 2005: 1,681,740,000 shares) in issue during

1,681,740,000ٖe

the period.

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαʥɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍ

Diluted earnings per share is equal to the basic

Ɋˀ˅ʒ˂c̯එ྆ԎಲᅶΕɾᚫ

earnings per share since the Company has no dilutive

ᑁٖͫcܨҰٖᚫᑁึСၤҰٖਥ̯

potential ordinary shares as at 30th June 2005 and

ึСޚ೩e

2006.
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17.

18.

72

ɻ౨ٖࢠ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
17.

INTERIM DIVIDENDS

ԑผҺᘪɺݢೕ࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ

The Board has resolved not to declare any interim

˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂ɾɻ౨ٖࢠ࿀ϭɀ

dividend in respect of the six months ended 30th June

ཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂iಲe

2006 (six months ended 30th June 2005: nil).

ͬพԡ

18.

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ྆ᑪ

On 30th June 2006, the Group acquired 100% of the

Ƀ˵ԕࣵᐲҙ༅ೕࢄτࠉʔ̇

share capital of Beijing East Ocean United Investment

100%ٖؿᚬeʔ̇˚߬ԑָΔଐ

Co., Ltd. that operates real estate development. In

ೕพ৻e̯එ྆ݯϊωͬพԡʻ

connection with the business combination, the Group

˟Ɂ̵ྫྷ40,000,000ʏؿଊྦྷټძe

paid a cash consideration of RMB40,000,000.

ඖνᑪพ৻כνᑪɾˀϭɀཌྷཌྷʒ

The acquired business did not contribute results to the

αʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅౨ංcྦྷඑ྆ؿพᐜ

Group for the period from the date of acquisition to

Ӏτᄧᚊeߗνᑪೕ́Εɀཌྷཌྷʒα

30th June 2006. If the acquisition had occurred on 1st

ȹ˂ȹˀcڬ࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ

January 2006, its loss for the six months ended 30th

˂ʑ̯ؿඑ྆ᎶЌᑋฌݯɁ̵ྫྷ19,000

June 2006 as attributable to the Group would have

ʏe

been RMB19,000.

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.
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18.

พ৻ԡᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
18.

ᑪؿ૱༅ଐʥ߲ਆᙷୀຝΣɎi

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS (Continued)
Details of net assets acquired and negative goodwill
are as follows:

νᑪྦྷძi
Purchase consideration:
z ʻ˟ଊټ
cash paid

40,000

ᐢνᑪྦྷძ
Total purchase consideration

40,000

z ᑪɃ˿ᖫП૱༅ଐؿʔʐძࠤӮɎٲ
— fair value of net identifiable assets acquired (see below)

167,480

߲ਆᙷ
Negative goodwill

(127,480)
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18.

พ৻ԡᙩ
νᑪଐ́ؿ༅ଐ߲ඦͶ͐ΣɎi

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
18.

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS (Continued)
The assets and liabilities arising from the acquisition
are as follows:

ଊټʥႺϷΦಁ
Cash and bank balances
ذพdᄥָஉௐ
Property, plant and equipment
ᎶνሏಁʥԯˢᎶνಁඖ
Trade and other receivables
Ꮆ˟ሏಁʥԯˢ˟ಁඖ
Trade and other payables
Ꮆ͚ೢټ
Tax payable
ͳઁԹྡྷ
A jointly controlled entity
ֺᑪɃ˿ᖫП૱༅ଐ
Net identifiable assets acquired
νᑪพ৻ɾଊݚټˮdκᑪɃɾଊټ
Outflow of cash to acquire business, net of cash acquired:
— ଊྦྷټძ
cash consideration
— νᑪڃᙔʔ̇ɾଊټʥଊټ೩ძذ
cash and cash equivalents in subsidiary acquired
νᑪɾ૱ଊݚټˮ
Net cash outflow on acquisition
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ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
Beijing Capital Land Ltd.

νᑪɁሏࠍძࠤ
Acquiree’s
carrying amount

ٱնʔʐძࠤ
Preliminary fair
value

22

22

20

20

10,950

10,950

(19)

(19)

81

81

—

156,426

11,054

167,480

40,000
(22)

39,978
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19.

ֶτ߲ඦ
a)

̯එ྆ɰగߗɳذพ௰Ͻᑪൕʿ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
19.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
a)

The Group has arranged bank financing for

ΪખႺϷጪ༅cԎྦྷ೩ᑪൕʿ

certain purchasers of property units and

ؿᑹಁஐͨొԜኪړeכɀཌྷཌྷ

provided guarantees to secure obligations of

ʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̰ኪټړ

such purchasers for repayments. The

ᔾݯɁ̵ྫྷ783,554,000ʏɀཌྷ

o u t s t a n d i n g g u a r a n t e e s a m o u n t e d to

ཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ

RMB783,554,000 as at 30th June 2006 (31st

677,632,000ʏe

December 2005: RMB677,632,000).

ɐ߸ኪؗੱړੀכɎͶੱؗୄ

Such guarantees terminate upon (i) the

˅i(i)ೕˮָΔଐֺτᚬᖬ܃c

issuance of the real estate ownership certificate

ϤָΔଐֺτᚬᖬȹঁผΕ̯එ

which will generally be available within six

྆ੀτᗐذพؿኟτᚬଫ͚ϭൕ

months to two years after the Group deliver

ࡼ܃ʒ˂ϭԭαʑೕˮh(ii)ѧ

possession of the relevant property to its

ι్ܘഽ˫܃hʥ(iii)ೕˮτᗐ

purchasers; (ii) the completion of the mortgage

ذพָؿΔଐᔵඖᚬСᖬ܃e

registration; and (iii) the issuance of the real
estate miscellaneous right certificate relating to
the relevant property.

b)

ဳଉᄙႏݯɐ߸ࠥಁኪړᙔ̳כ

Management anticipates that no material

ਆพૈಁcɺผΐϊଐ́ณؿ

liabilities will arise from the above guarantees

ད߲߮ඦe

which arose in the ordinary course of business.

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯

b)

As at 30th June 2006, other than guarantees

ʔ̯̇ݯʔ̇ɾڃᙔʔ̇ؿɁ̵

provided for long-term bank loans of

ྫྷ850,000,000ʏٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁ

RMB850,000,000 (31st December 2005:

ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀi

RMB450,000,000) for subsidiaries of the Company,

Ɂ̵ྫྷ450,000,000ʏc˞ʥྦྷ

and a short- term bank loan of RMB50,000,000

̯ʔ̇ɾͳઁԹྡྷؿɁ̵ྫྷ

(31st December 2005: RMB50,000,000) to a jointly

50,000,000ʏ౨ႺϷ൘ಁɀཌྷ

controlled entity, the Group and the Company had

ཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ

no external guarantee.

50,000,000ʏొԜኪ̔ړc̯ʔ
̯̇එ྆я̰ྦྷ̔ొԜኪړe
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20.

ֻኪ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
20.

COMMITMENTS

༅ֻ̯ኪ

Capital commitments

ೕɻذพʥɠΔԚ͂ᚬɾೕι̯

Capital commitments in respect of development costs

ؿ༅ֻ̯ኪʗΣɎi

attributable to properties under development and
land use rights:
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα

ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ

As at 30th

As at 31st

June 2006

December 2005

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

RMB’000

RMB’000

2,113,613

1,580,862

5,398,455

4,531,223

420,391

664,496

7,932,459

6,776,581

ೕɻذพ
Properties under development
ɰᖋ̰ᅆௐ
Contracted but not provided for
ɰғ̰ᖋ
Authorised but not contracted for
ɠΔԚ͂ᚬ
Land use rights
ɰᖋ̰ᅆௐ
Contracted but not provided for
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21.

ᗐᐲʿ͚מ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
21.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

̯එ྆Շࠖඑ྆˞Ɏᓯီୄઁٖ

The Group is controlled by Capital Group (the parent

ʔֺ̇ઁԹc̴ʔ̇༦قઅංઅ

company), which aggregately holds 55.69% of the

ʿβͳܛτ̯ʔ̇55.69%ٖؿᚬe

Company’s shares directly and indirectly.

̴ʔ̇ܰՇɻਝઁ֚ܧԹؿਝτͬ

The parent company itself is a state-owned enterprise

พe࣓ኣࠗಋผ߮ڬ24໔(HKAS24)

controlled by the PRC government. In accordance with

ᗐᐲʿׄᚉஃցc̴ʔ̇̔cԯ

HKAS 24, “Related Party Disclosures”, state-owned

ˢֺτՇɻਝق֚ܧઅֶංઅઁԹؿ

enterprises and their subsidiaries, other than the

ਝτͬพʥԯڃᙔʔ̇ੀႏցܰ

parent company, directly or indirectly controlled by

එ྆ؿᗐᐲʿe

the PRC government are also defined as related parties
of the Group.

ݯȿ˨ʗׄᚉᗐᐲʿ͚מc̯එ྆

For the purpose of related party transaction disclosure,

༦ᐃ۪ʸʥԜᎶਆٖؿᚬ࿚cԞ

the Group has identified the immediate ownership

ԾХРᒾԯܰЯݯਝτͬพeЎܰ۾

structure of its customers and suppliers as to whether

ΛਝτͬพኟτΛᄙωؿʔܼ̇࿚c

they are state-owned enterprises. Many state-owned

Ԏ˘ٖᚬ࿚፭ടʔ̇ᔝᜑӝτʝ

enterprises have multi-layered corporate structure and

൬ೡΕɺᒾᛰҡe̯ͅכඑ྆ྦྷԯˢ

the ownership structures change over time as a result

ͬพࡗؿdᗐᒄဳଉɁࡗʥٶጱd

of transfers and privatisation programmes. Due to the

ʥԯˢᗐᐲʿؿཌྷਕพ৻ȿԎɺ૯

pervasiveness of the Group’s retail transactions with

Ƀc߬ѧͲুᔙԎ్ֺ͐τᅚ͚ؿ

the entities’ employees on corporate business, their key

ܰמɺ˿ϷؿeЎܰc̯එ྆ဳଉᄙ

management personnel and close family members,

ᆢֺڌτᗐכᗐᐲʿ͚ؿמԮτࠇɣ

and other related parties, there is no feasible way to

෮ຮؿ༅Էȿׄᚉe

track such transactions and ensure the completeness
of certain disclosures. Nevertheless, management
believes that meaningful information relative to related
party transactions has been disclosed.

ȿΕᓯע၃ল৻ࢠڌԯˢΔʿׄ

In addition to the related party information shown

ᚉؿᗐᐲʿ༅ࢿc˞Ɏܰ౨ංʑ̯එ

elsewhere in the condensed consolidated financial

྆ᗐᐲʿɾංΕ̳Ꮺ৽ݠɻଐ

information, the following is a summary of significant

́ࠇؿɣᗐᐲʿ͚מමᐢcʥԯଐ́

related party transactions entered into in the ordinary

ޚؿᎶᗐᐲʿ౨̱ᔾi

course of business between the Group and its related
parties during the period and balances arising from
related party transactions at the end of the period:
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21.

ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ
(i)

ᗐᐲʿ͚מ

21.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)
(i)

Related party transactions

ᗐᐲʿ
Related party

ֲ͚מሔ
Nature of transaction

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα
2006
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα
2005
Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ
RMB’000

(a)

ͳઁԹྡྷ
Jointly controlled entities

СࢠνɃ
Interest income

15,708

15,135

(b)

̴ʔ̇
Parent company

СࢠνɃ
Interest income

7,394

7,493

(c)

ᐲᏪʔ̇
An associated company

СࢠνɃ
Interest income

—

1,983

(d)

ᐲᏪʔ̇
Associated companies

Џڃټഽ i
Commission fee (note i)

(e)

ڃᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖ
Minority shareholder of subsidiaries

СࢠνɃ
Interest income

(f)

ڃᙔʔ̇ɾʭᅕٖ
Minority shareholder of subsidiaries

Сࢠ͂
Interest expense

(g)

ਝτઁٖͬพ
State-owned enterprises

СࢠνɃ
Interest income
ذพሻਕ
Sales of properties
ۺι̯
Construction cost
અՇ൘ಁ
Drawdown of loans
ᑹ൘ಁ
Repayment of loans
Сࢠ͂
Interest expense

ڃഽi
(i)
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Ꮆ˟ᐲᏪʔ̇ؿЏذܘܰټ
พ ਕ ძ  ؿ0.6%ϭ 1.7%߮ ့
ɀ ཌྷ ཌྷ ʄ α i 1.6%ϭ
1.7%e

ࠖສพٖͫτࠉʔ̇
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(8,102)

—

(522)

4,145

(5,473)

(2,615)

7,249

6,297

125,197

21,505

(160,916)

(268,369)

(1,300,000)

(2,300,000)

—
(114,302)

1,830,000
(87,421)

Notes:
(i)

T h e c o m m i s s i o n f e e p ay a b l e t o t h e
associated companies was charged ranging
from 0.6% to 1.7% (2005: 1.6% to 1.7%) based
on property sales price.

̰ᄗ࣏ᓯע၃ল৻ڃࢠڌഽ

21.

ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ
(ii)

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
21.

ᗐᐲʿᔾ

(a)

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)
(ii)

Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ

As at 30th

As at 31st

June 2006

December 2005

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

RMB’000

RMB’000

1,017,114

1,701,799

167,630

323,790

5,750,000

4,450,000

27,470

27,470

124,741

174,741

ᎶνೕɁಁඖ
Amount due from a promoter

(e)

ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

ႺϷ൘ಁ z ਝτႺϷ
Bank loans — State-owned banks

(d)

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα

Ꮆνሏಁ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Trade receivables — State-owned enterprises

(c)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

ႺϷΦಁ z ਝτႺϷ
Bank deposits — State-owned banks

(b)

Related party balances

Ꮆ˟̴ʔ̇ಁඖ
Amounts due to parent company
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21.

ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ
(ii)

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
21.

ᗐᐲʿᔾᙩ

(f)

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)
(ii)

Related party balances (Continued)

ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα

ʒ˂ɍɊˀ

Ɋɀ˂ɍɊȹˀ

As at 30th

As at 31st

June 2006

December 2005

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

RMB’000

RMB’000

101,350

21,300

50,007

38,244

15,961

5,134

—

138,190

ԯˢᎶνಁඖ૱ࠤ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Other receivables, net —
State-owned enterprises

(g)

Ꮆ˟ሏಁ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Trade payables — State-owned enterprises

(h)

ԯˢᎶ˟ಁඖ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Other payables — State-owned enterprises

(i)

དνሏಁ z ਝτઁٖͬพ
Advances from customers —
State-owned enterprises

ႺϷΦಁၤႺϷ൘ಁc˞ʥכ

Apart from bank deposits and bank loans, and

 ڃഽ 8ʥ  ڃഽ 10ɻ ׄ ᚉ  ؿ ᔾ

balances as disclosed in note 8 and note 10, the

̔cᗐᐲʿᔾכɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊ

related party balances are unsecured, interest free

ɀ˂ɍɊȹˀʥɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂

and have no fixed terms of repayment as at 30th

ɍɊˀяಲאcЛࢠ˘ಲ՞ց

June 2006 and 31st December 2005.

ᑹ౨e
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21.

ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ
(ii)

ᗐᐲʿᔾᙩ

NOTES TO THE UNAUDITED CONDENSED
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
21.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)
(ii)

Related party balances (Continued)

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ

As at 30th June 2006, the balance of the Group’s

྆ྦྷϊᗘᎶνಁඖ߮ొؿвሏๅ

bad debt provision for trade receivables from

ௐݯɁ̵ྫྷ24,600,000ʏכɀཌྷ

related parties is RMB24,600,000 (31st December

ཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊȹˀiɁ̵ྫྷ

2005: RMB24,608,000), the Group’s bad debt

24,608,000ʏcɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ

provision reversed from income statement for the

˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂౨ංฌऩٲ㜏

six months ended 30th June 2006 is RMB8,000 (six

ΑؿвሏๅௐݯɁ̵ྫྷ8,000ʏ

month ended 30th June 2005: nil).

࿀ϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅
ʒ˂౨ංiಲe
(iii)

˚߬ဳଉᄙؿం༭

(iii)

Key management compensation
࿀ϭʒ˂ɍɊˀ˅ʒ˂
Six months ended 30th June
ɀཌྷཌྷʒα

ɀཌྷཌྷʄα

2006

2005

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

Ɂ̵ྫྷɝʏ

RMB’000

RMB’000

5,206

8,239

220

65

5,426

8,304

ᑀ༭ʥԯˢ౨ါС
Salaries and other short-term employee benefits
ᔴᓻ܃ါС
Post-employment benefits
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21.

ᗐᐲʿ͚מᙩ
(iv)

ኪړ

21.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (Continued)
(iv)

Guarantee

כɀཌྷཌྷʒαʒ˂ɍɊˀc̯එ

As at 30th June 2006, there were RMB250,000,000

྆ؿႺϷ൘ಁɻτɁ̵ྫྷ

long-term bank loans guaranteed by the parent

250,000,000ʏٽؿ౨൘ಁ̴ͅʔ

company (31st December 2005: RMB250,000,000

̇ኪړɀཌྷཌྷʄαɊɀ˂ɍɊ

for long-term bank loans).

ȹˀiٽ౨ႺϷ൘ಁɁ̵ྫྷ
250,000,000ʏe
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